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C.V.

Abbey, Lloyd. The Last Whales. 1st Edition(?), {viii}, 358 pp; endpaper maps,
glossary; orig quarter bound black cloth, dark aqua papered sides, spine lettered
in silver; dust-jacket has some small tears and is slightly worn else very good. New
York: Grove Weidenfeld, [1989]. (vg in good+ d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p7) (eBay
07/21/00)
$ 5.25
This is a story of whales, dolphins and nuclear winter. It is a story of a northern hemisphere
Blue Whale drawn to the southern hemisphere by the call of a damsel in distress.

Abramson, Howard. S. Hero in Disgrace: The Life of Arctic Explorer Frederick A.
Cook. First Edition, xx, 252 pp; maps, plates, notes, bib, index; orig quarter green
cloth-grained paper, white papered sides, spine lettered in silver. New York:
Paragon House, 1991. (Arctic) (New in d.j.) (Renard 1)

$ 8.48

36.75

$ 2.50

18.00

The author proves (to his own satisfaction ?) that Cook was the first person to reach the
North Pole----not Peary or the other host of pretenders to the title. Includes Cook’s Antarctic
experiences.

Adams, Eustace L. Over the Polar Ice. 12 mo, 208 pp (+8 pp of ads); frontispiece of
discovery of plane crash; orig blue cloth boards, black lettering on spine, orange
lettering on front board, airplane imprint with black lettering on spine and front
board. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, [1928]. (vg) (inscription*) (Juvenile fiction----Cordes p7) (03/08/89)
An Andy Lane Series book. Guess who flies to the South Pole via the Bay of Whales?
*Inscription on fep ‘‘Gordon Morse Elsmere N.Y.’’.
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------------. Over the Polar Ice. 8vo, 208 pp (+5 pp of add); orig red cloth boards, with
black lettering, top edge red. Pages are age browned on edges, binding is partially
open and boards are almost separated from book, else good to vg in mylar protected
dustjacket which is clean and bright with some edgewear. Racine Wisconsin:
Whitman Publishing Co. [MCMXXVIII]. (good in good d.j.) (Juvenile fiction---Cordes p7) (eBay 09/13/99)
$ 2.75

18.00

Seller believed that the frontispiece (half-title, since there is none) has been removed. I
tend to think that there was no half-title page or frontis and that the paper strip at the edges
is the endpaper that split from the hinges.

Adams, Lt. Harry. Beyond the Barrier with Byrd. An authentic Story of the Byrd
Exploring Expedition. 1st Edition. 254 pp; 16 plates; orig olive green cloth,
lettered in gilt and decorated in blind on spine (penguin) and front board (ship).
Bottom of spine, bottom of front, and back, stained and mold damaged. Chicago:
M.A. Donohue & Co., 1932. (Spence 8) (Renard 2)

$ 4.00

37.00

$ 23.95

27.00

$ 5.45

41.60

Adams was the Chief Officer and Navigator of the Expedition onboard the City of New York
on Byrd’s first antarctic expedition, 1928-1930.

Adams, Richard, and Ronald Lockley. Voyage Through Antarctica. Roy 8vo, 160 pp;
photo illus by Peter Hirt-Smith; orig dark blue cloth grained papered boards, spine
lettered in gilt. London: Allen Lane, Penguin Books, 1982. (new in d.j.) [Before
A-28759] (After Renard 6)
The authors spent two months in the Antarctic aboard the Lindblad Explorer. Ushuaia to
the Antarctic Peninsula; Ross Island and Ice Shelf; Macquarie Island to New Zealand.

Ainley, David G., Robert E. LeResche and William J. L. Sladen. Breeding Biology of
the Adelie Penguin. 1st Edition, 241 pp; photo illus, numerous typeset tables; orig
blue cloth boards, silver lettering on spine. Berkley: University of California Press,
1983. (new in d.j.) (02/02/94)
Based on a fifteen year study of a colony on Ross Island. Covers every aspect of penguin
life, from occupation of the rookery to choosing a mate, breeding activities and finding food.
One of the most profound findings of the study is that the penguins with the muddy footprints
on their backs are usually the females.

Albano, Peter. The Seventh Carrier. 7th Printing (1992), 400 pp; illustrated paper
wraps, cover has iceberg with aircraft carrier frozen inside, lettered on spine in
white and blue, cover lettered in white. New York: Zebra Books Kensington
Publishing Corp., [1983]. (new) (paperback pocketbook) (fiction) (Arctic)
$ 4.50
Frozen in an Arctic iceberg since the attach on Pearl Harbor the Japanese aircraft carrier
and her crew breakout in 1983. Before being trapped in the ice the Yonagas orders were
to attack Pearl Harbor. They intended to do just that . . .

Albert, Marvin H. The Long White Road: Ernest Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventures.
xvi, 176 pp; orig tan-grey cloth, spine lettered in blue, imprint of ship between
icebergs on front board. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1957. (exlibrary*) (Spence 10) [1951-1961 A-13] (Renard 10)

$ 4.00

10.00

Shackleton became a legend built on failure. But, he never lost a man!
The author was a Radio Officer on Liberty Ships during WWII. He also wrote The Law and
Jake Wade.
*Library markings: One-line, red ink, library stamp on all edges: ‘‘Evansville Public Library and
Vanderburgh County Public Library’’, library envelope mounted to back free endpaper with a ‘‘This is
no Longer the Property of, etc, etc’’, number label on d.j. spine, d.j. taped to boards.
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Alberts, Fred G., ed and compiler. Geographic Names of the Antarctic. See National
Science Foundation.
Alborough, Jez. Cuddly Dudley. 1st U.S. Paperback Ed, 36 pp (including wraps); illus
with pencil & colored marker pen drawings; color illus stiff paper wraps, spine
lettered in black, wraps lettered in red & black. First published in 1993 as a
hardback. Cambridge Mass: Candlewick Press, [1995]. (as new) (paperback)
(juvenile fiction, 3 years and up) (Next Stop NPX 11/19/98)

$ 8.84

12.99

This little penguin moves into a log cabin in a land that has trees in the background.

Alexander, Caroline. Mrs. Chippy’s Last expedition. The Remarkable Journal Of
Shackleton’s Polar-Bound Cat. With an Introduction by Lord Mouser-Hunt. 1st
Edition. xix, 148 pp; Photographs by Frank Hurley, drawings by W.W. How, Able
Seaman, who served on the Endurance; map of Weddell Sea endpapers, frontispiece photo of Mrs. Chippy and line drawing of Endurance; very nicely illus with
drawings and photographs; orig blue boards, quarter bound in white cloth-like
paper, lettered on spine in silver-blue, publisher emblem blind-stamped on front
board. [New York]: Harper Collins Publisher, [1997]. (new in d.j.) (Amazon.com
02/18/98)
$ 12.70

19.50

Illustrated with authentic photographs and closely based on the true events of Shackleton’s
journey. Mrs. Chippy’s Last Expedition is a superbly written cat memoir that will take its
place in the annals of fine expeditionary literature.

------------. The Endurance. Shackleton’s Legendary Antarctic Expedition. In Association With the American Museum of Natural History. 4th Printing, [iix], 214 (last
3 unnumbered) pp; frontispiece(s) one of the crew and two of the Endurance, illus
with 140 b&w photos (by Hurley), acknowledgments, notes on photographer,
colophon; orig black cloth spine and about 1 inch of boards, black papered sides,
spine lettered in silver. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998. (new in d.j.) (Amazon.com 01/12.99)

$ 21.92

34.90

The author, who is a very attractive lady, is the curator of the Shackleton exhibition that
opened at the American Museum olf Natural History in 1999.
A beautiful produced work presenting Frank Hurley’s wonderful photos of Shackleton’s
Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition (1914--17) which attempted a crossing of the continent
but instead found themselves fighting for survival in the Weddell Sea. A classic tale and a
wonderful companion volume to Lansing’s Endurance.

Amato, Carol A. A Young Readers Series book. Penguins of the Galapagos. Illustrated by David Wenzel. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, {ii}, 46 pp; illus with color water
color paintings, glossary, letter to parents & educators; orig color illus paper wraps,
lettered in black, purple, white on red, & yellow; as new; Hauppauge, New York:
Barron’s, [1996]. (as new) (juvenile) (paperback) (Sandpiper Gifts, Seattle Aquarium 09/14/00)
$ 5.28
Two research scientists take their children to the Galapagos Islands where the children see
penguins in the wild and learn all them and other penguins.
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Amundsen, Roald. My Life as an Explorer. Reprint (?). {viii}, 282 pp; 8vo; photo
frontispiece of Gjoa, illus with maps and facsimile of radiograms, appen, index;
orig light blue cloth, lettered in black on spine and front board, spine faded, and
threadbare at top and bottom edges. New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company,
1928. (bookplate*) (both poles) (After Spence 25) (Renard 27)

$ 20.00

85.00

$ 10.00

45.00

$ 14.59

57.93

$ 2.50

26.75

The book includes a chapter on his early years featuring an exploring trip he made in Norway
when he was 22-years-old. He claims that this adventure was part of his preliminary training
for his polar career.
Insect damage to top and bottom of spine and edge of front board.
*Bookplate: ‘‘Clifford H. Easton’’.

Amundsen----See also Huntford, Roland.
Anderson, W. Ellery. Expedition South. Book Club Edition. 208 pp; endpaper maps,
illus, with 7 plates, 4 appens; orig mustard cloth-grained papered boards. Contains
all the illustrations of the 1st ed and is identical in content. London: Travel Book
Club, (1957). (after Spence 29. Spence duplicated the 1st Edition as 410 by listing
it under E for Ellery) [1951-1961. before D-1801] (Renard 32 ---- Renard lists the
date as circa 1958)
Anderson was leader of the 1954-1956 Falkland Islands Dependencies scientific expedition
to Hope Bay on the Antarctic Peninsula. The base at Hope Bay consisted of a twelve-man
crew.

Andreas, Edna M., Illustrated by Marilyn Miller. Explorers and Penguins. (iix), 80
pp; illus with drawings; orig yellow cloth boards, front board decorated with black
drawing of man and penguins, spine lettered in black. Very good copy with slightly
tattered dust jacket. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, [1959]. (vg in good d.j.)
(*previous owner) (juvenile) (eBay 05/19/98)
The author was a school teacher who loved reading about Antarctica. The true stories about
penguins that she choose for this book are mainly humorous in content. At least after the
fact.
Original price was $2.75. 62C is written on inside fep. Could this be a garage sale price of
62 cents?
*Previous owner name printed on inside front board: ‘‘Mrs. Mary Caldwell’’. 62C written in blue marker
on inside front endpaper.

Andrist, Ralph K., in consultation with RADM George J. Dufek. Heroes of Polar
Exploration. 1st Edition. Super royal, 154 pp; endpaper maps, color and b&w
illus, bib, index; orig pictorial plasticized papered boards. A Horizon Caravel
Book. New York: American Heritage Publishing, 1962. (vg copy) (both poles)
(Spence 33) [1951-1961 OAP-1542] (Renard 36)
Dufeks forward begins with his first trip to Antarctica onboard the USS Bear, as navigator,
in 1939 with the Byrd expedition. The book begins with early Arctic exploration and then
shifts to Antarctica and covers early exploration through Operation Deep Freeze. It ends
with information about polar transportation featuring aviation and ships including submarines.

A

Antarctic Support Associates. See National Science Foundation
Antarctic Bibliography. See National Science Foundation
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Armstrong, Jennifer. Shipwreck at the Bottom of the World. The Extraordinary True
Story of Shackleton and the Endurance. 1st Edition, 8vo, {x}, 134 pp; front mater
consisting of expedition members, 2 full-page maps, plans of the Endurance, illus
with b/w photos, acks, bib, index; orig white cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in gilt; near fine in very good plus dustjacket. New York: Crown Publishing, [1998]. (near fine in vg+ d.j.) (juvenile) (eBay 12/02/00)

$ 15.12

18.00

$ 10.50

16.78

$ 8.50

48.00

$ 29.50

65.25

Describes the events of Shackleton’s 1914 expedition when the Endurance is crushed and
sinks after being trapped in the ice for 9 months. Many of the photos are new to me.

Armstrong, Richard. The Secret Sea. Decorations by Yukio Tashiro. 1st Edition(?),
8vo, {v}, 150 pp; title page illus with drawing of catcher boat plowing through
the sea, several chapters endings have drawing of man and whale gun; orig
blue-grey cloth boards, black lettering on spine,front board decorated with man
and whale gun in black (same drawing as chapter endings but with whale gun
facing the other way), the d.j. has been taped to the boards, stain on fore edge else
very good in mylar protected dust jacket. New York: David McKay Company,
Inc., [1966].(vg in vg mylar protected d.j.) (*ex library) (juvenile fiction----Cordes
p8) (eBay 08/20/99)
Original dust jacket price: $3.50. Price of 15¢ penciled on inside front board.
The whaler Orion and its catchers penetrate the antarctic pack to secret sea. disaster
strikes.
*Library label on d.j. at foot of spine, red library stamp on top and bottom edges and at bottom of title
page n black: Schnectady County Public Library. Discarded stamp on title page, remnant of library
paste down pocket on rfep. Date stamp, May 15 1967 on inside back board.

Arnold, H.J.P. Photographer of the World: The Biography of Herbert Ponting. 1st
American Edition. Crown 4to, 176 pp; photo illus, index; orig black cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. D.j. slightly rubbed & has small rip on back flap, else very good.
[Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, Inc., 1971.], Rutherford, Madison,
Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, [1971]. (vg in vg d.j.) (Spence 72
-- Spence lists date as 1969 ---- Renard has note: ‘‘date in error’’) (Renard 55)
Ponting photographed the Russo-Japan War, spent some time in California; was a pioneer
in cinematography. He was the photographer for Scott’s last Antarctic expedition. Includes
29 photos from Scott’s last expedition.

Arctic Manuals----See: War Department, Army, Air Force, NATO, or Navy.
Arthur, Elizabeth. Antarctic Navigation. 1st Edition (?). 803 pp; endpaper maps,
bookplate with authors autograph pasted to half-title page, acknowledgments,
about the arthor, colophon; orig quarter bound black cloth boards, buff papered
sides, spine lettered in silver, silver publishers device on foot of spine, small
drawing of hut in black on front board, same hut appears on the major divisions
of the book. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1995. (new in d.j.) (autographed by
author) (laidin copy of review by Elle Tracy) (fiction----Cordes pp 8)
The story told is of an expedition to the South Pole, led by a young, ardent American woman.
The author was the first novelist selected for participation in the Antarctic Artists and Writers
Program, under the auspices of the National Science Foundation. Elle Tracy, who wintered
at McMurdo, 1991-92, and who was the guest editor of the Antarctican Society newsletter
(Vol. 1994-95, January No. 3), in which she did a review of this book. Elle didn’t seem to
think too much of the book.
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------------. Antarctic Navigation. 1st Paperback Edition. {xiii}, 796, (797--801 unnumbered) pp; small drawing of huts on title page, the major divisions of the book are
illus with smaller version of same drawing, acknowledgments, about the author,
4 full-page maps (two with insets); orig stiff paper wraps, front cover illus with
color scene of icebergs, back cover & spine lettered in blue & black, front cover
lettered in white & orange. New York: Ballantine Books, [1996]. (as new)
(paperback) (fiction----Cordes pp 8) (eBay 11/27/00)

$ 4.00

14.00

$ 12.66

21.00

$ 11.95

60.00

$ 10.00

15.00

The maps, bound in the back of the book in this version are the endpapers in the hardcover
version.

Asimov, Isaac. The Ends of the Earth, The Polar Regions of the World. 1st ed, med
8vo, xiv, 366 pp; 34 text maps, numerous b&w text illus;index; orig blue cloth,
spine lettered in silver. New York: Weybright and Talley, 1975. (vg in vg d.j.)
[A-15972] (Renard 58)
Good explanation of ice caps, continental drift and polar phenomena.

Asprey, Algernon. Unspoilt Beauty of the Falkland Islands. The watercolors of
Algernon Asprey with text by Phyllis Rendell. 1st Edition. 16 {17-64} pp; 10 b&w
drawing repros, 1 watercolored map, 22 water-color painting; orig 1/12th blue
cloth, sides grey. Shropshire, England: Anthony Nelson Ltd., 1988. (coffee table
book) (new in d.j.) (Renard 1291)
Asprey went to the Falklands in 1985. Rendell traces the history of the settlements displayed
and their part in the 1982 war. Renard lists under Rendell.

ATP--17 Naval Arctic Manual. See: NATO.
Atwater, Richard & Florence. Mr. Popper’s Penguins. Illustrated by Robert Lawson.
Fifty-third Printing. 139 pp; illustrated endpapers, illus with black/white &
black/white/blue drawings, some full page; orig light blue cloth-grained paper
boards, spine & front board lettered in black, front board decorated with group of
penguins & Mr Popper. Boston: Little Brown and Company, (1966?) (juvenile,
humorous fiction) (as new)
Originally published in 1938.
The unexpected delivery of a large crate containing an Antarctic penguin changes the life
and fortunes of Mr. Popper, a house painter obsessed by dreams of the Polar regions.

------------. Mr. Popper’s Penguins. Illustrated by Robert Lawson. 7th Printing. 12mo,
126 pp; illus with black/white & some aqua colored cartoon style drawings, some
full page; orig stiff illus wraps, spine back cover lettered in blue & black, front
board lettered in red; pages are browned with age else very good. New York:
Scholastic Book Services, [Nov. 1974]. (vg) (paperback) (juvenile, humorous
fiction) (eBay 12/02/00)
$ 2.26
Another edition and printing of this much reprinted book. Simultaneously published in
London, Toronto, Auckland, Sydney and Tokyo.

------------. Mr. Popper’s Penguins. A Yearling Book. Illustrated by Robert Lawson. 2nd
Yearling Edition. 140 pp; illus with black/white cartoon style drawings, some full
page; orig stiff wraps, spine & front cover lettered in black and yellow, New York:
Dell Publishing, [1986]. (mass paperback) (juvenile, humorous fiction) (eBay
03/31/99)

$ 2.57

11.00

Yet another edition and printing. The plot never changes. This one won the Newberry Honor
Book Award.
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------------. Mr. Popper’s Penguins. A Pop-Up Book. Illustrated by Karen Williams.
Designed by Dick Dudley. 1st Edition, 16 pp unpaginated; story starts and ends
on endpapers, illus with color paintings, pop-ups, pull-tabs & lift flaps; orig blue
plasticized boards, spine lettered in black, front board lettered in red & black, front
board decorated with group of penguins climbing a ladder and sliding down a slide
with Mr Popper watching. NP: Little Brown and Company, (1993). (as new)
(juvenile, humorous fiction)

$ 7.45

9.25

[Australian Post]. Antarctica. Scientific Co-operation in the Seventh Continent. Edited
by Jo Monie. 1st Edition(?), 4to, 32 pp; slushy ice endpapers, illus with color
photos, maps & postage stamps; orig white plasticized boards, back board title
lettered in gray, front board illus with color photo & lettered in white, black and
gray; surface dirt on boards, corners slightly bumped else very good plus. No
Imprint. [Australian Post, 1990]. (vg+) (*label) (eBay 08/04/00)
$ 12,00
History, glaciology and marine biology are covered in this little book. The Introduction page
gives credit to the author of each chapter. The margins of some pages have color
reproductions of thematic Australian Antarctic Territory postage stamps that are connected
to the textual information on those pages.
*Transparent label at foot of page 9 has the words DISPLAY ONLY in large red letters.

Avery, Harold. ‘‘No Surrender!’’ The Story of Captain Scott’s Journey to the South
Pole. Edited by John Hampden, Illus by Rowland Hilder. Reprint. 8vo, vii, 258,
260--274 adverts pp; marbled endpapers, coloured frontispiece & 4 full-page illus,
colophon; orig dark green half leather with gilt rules, pale green buckram sides,
gold lettering on maroon and gilt elab decorated ribbed spine, teg; the V on Avery
on the spine looks as if someone colored it with a blue pen else very good., in
maroon & gilt edgeworn but sound slipcase. London: Thomas Nelson and Sons,
Ltd., {circa 1947}. (vg in worn slipcase) (young adult) (USN 23--63.38 (Before/After Spence 78) (After Renard 64)
$ 63.50
This volume is Number 7 in the Nelsonian Library. Original was published in 1933

------------. ‘‘No Surrender!’’ The Story of Captain Scott’s Journey to the South Pole.
With photographs by Capt Scott and H.G. Ponting. Reprint (5th printing 1949).
vii, 262 pp; orig blue cloth, gold lettering on spine. London: Thomas Nelson and
Sons, Ltd., 1949. (good in ragged d.j. with piece missing from top spine and front)
(After Spence 78) (after Renard 64)
$ 5.00

50.00

Original was published in 1933
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Bacon, Edward A. Some Songs of the South Pole. 1st Edition, Oblong 4to, 72 pp; 16
full-page & 6 other illus; orig white cloth, illus & lettered in black; a very good
copy with some soiling on boards; very scarce. [Washington: The Author, 1960].
(vg) (*inscribed/ex libris) (Renard Catalogue description laid in) (Renard 65)
(Renard 10/15/99)
$102.11
Dedicated to Admiral George J. Dufek (CNSFA), this interesting work is a compilation of
historical extracts and Antarctic photographs, interspersed with amusing verses on the
experience of Antarctic scientists and explorers by one who went there, and followed by a
short history of scientific endeavor on the continent. The author was the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Army who, according to Dufek, was sent to Antarctica to take a first hand
look at the seven scientific stations that the Navy had constructed below the Antarctic circle.
I think Representative Waldo Wilkes in the fiction novel, Quick Before it Melts, is modeled
after the honorable Edward Bacon.
*Author’s inscription to Carl [Eklund] on fep: ‘‘Carl / Best of luck / Ed B ---- 30 Dec ’60"
Bookplate of Carl R. Eklund on inside front board. Bookplate illus with dog team pulling sled.

Bagshawe, Thomas Wyatt. Two Men in the Antarctic - An Expedition to Graham Land
1920-1922. 1st U.S. edition, xxii, 292 pp; 2 panoramic foldouts, endpaper maps,
photo illus; orig fawn canvas cloth, reddish brown panels on spine with reversed
lettering. New York: The MacMillian Co., Cambridge, England: University Press,
1939. (VG in good d.j.) (Spence 79) (Renard 68)
$ 12.50

277.00

Very scarce. Originally planned as a major expedition, it turned into a shoestring effort
because the organizer, J. L. Cope, who had been the surgeon with the Ross Sea shore
party on Shackleton’s Endurance expedition, was unable to raise sufficient funds. Four men
including Cope, did reach Antarctica aboard whalers, but Cope and Hubert Wilkins returned
the same season, while Bagshawe and Charles remained to winter over.

Bailey, Jean. Antarctica -- a ‘‘traveler’s tale’’. With charcoal drawings by Elaine
hannay. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, {v}, 182 pp; endpaper map (front only), 16 color
plates, 11 text illus; orig white cloth-grained papered boards with black lettering
on spine. London: Angus & Robertson Publishers, [1980]. (vg in vg d.j.) (Renard
72)

$ 16.00

37.50

$ 10.95

20.00

The Author, an Australian, went to the ICE on a tourist ship and lived to write a book about
it. She couldn’t pronounce Ushuaia, but she spelled it right. Actually most of her experiences
were in South America and not Antarctica. The thing that most impressed her about the
trip was the give-away price of Tia Maria in Argentina.

Bailey, Ronald H & the Editors of Time-life Books. Planet Earth Glacier. 5th Printing.
176 pp; illus with b/w & color photos; orig black art leather boards, spine & front
board lettered in black & white, color paste-down of Berg Glacier on front board.
Alexandria, VA: Time-Life Books, (1989) . (as new) (arctic/antarctic & other areas
of the world)
The book is one of a series that examines the workings of the planet earth.

Bainbridge, Beryl. The Birthday Boys. 1st Carroll and Graf Edition. 189 pp; reproduction of map to South Pole drawn by Doreen Murphy, Sept. 1915; orig quarter
bound white boards, grey papered sides, blue lettering on spine; d.j. has 1/2 inch
tear on front top left corner. New York: Carroll and Graf Publishers, Inc., 1994.
(new in d.j. ) (historical fiction)

B
$ 23.43

25.00

In this novel Scott’s last expedition perishes from juvenile narcissism.
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Baird, Patrick D. Geographies for Advanced Study. Edited by Professor S. H. Beaver
The Polar World. 2nd Impression, 8vo, xvi, 328 pp; illus with 16 plates (36
photos), 76 text maps and diagrams (many full-page), index; orig dark blue cloth,
spine lettered in gilt with gilt publishers device at foot of spine; Very good plus
in very good dust jacket. [originally published London: Longmans, Green & Co
Ltd], New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., [1965]. (vg+ in vg d.j.) (*label) (After
Renard 73) (eBay 12/05/00)
$ 9.75
A comprehensive update (at that time) of the Polar Regions. Part of the University of McGill
University, Montreal, Canada Geographies for Advanced Study series.
*Small Northern University Bookstore price label of $7.50 on front of d.j.

Baker, Billy-Ace. Antarctic Books. An Annotated Bibliography of Antarctica (Terra
Australis Incognita). Continuing Edition. ?? ff; illus with drawings copied from
Silas, subj index, colophon; orig loose leaf pages printed on exotic paper on recto
only, 1 copy housed in white 3-ring binder, and another copy in a deposition folder.
Pensacola: No Imprint, 1983--.
$ MEGA

BUCKS

Bibliography or compilation of books, philatelic covers, vcr-movies, cd-roms, memorabilia,
ephemera and other artifacts in the collection of the author (compiler?).

Balch, Edwin Swift. Antarctica. Super roy 8vo, 232 pp; last two blank; 3 folding maps,
first is a laid-in reproduction; orig red buckram, lettered in gilt on spine and front,
teg. Stain on back, tape marks on top and bottom of spine, top & bottom of spine
also bug damaged since hurricane Erin (1995). Philadelphia: Press of Allen, Lane
& Scott, 1902. (good ++) (ex-library*) (Spence 83) (Renard 77)
$ 82.00

250.00

The discovery and exploration of Antarctica with excellent source references. An ex-lib
copy, as most are, uncommon. The copy for $250.00 was also ex-library.
*Library markings: Remnant of library label on spine, library pastedown on inside front cover,
‘‘Newburyport Public Library’’, library pocket pastedown on inside back cover, of fairly recent vintage
as it contains a zip coded address of the library,

Balchen, Bernt. Come North With Me. An Autobiography. 1st Edition, 8vo, 318 pp;
frontispiece portrait of Balchen, 4 text maps, 23 plates, index; orig light blue cloth,
spine lettered in dark blue, title on a darker blue rectangle; very good in slightly
soiled d.j., the spine is slightly faded. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1958.
(vg in vg d.j.) (both poles) (Renard 78) (eBay 06/05/00)

$ 12.20

49.00

$ 17.50

42.00

Adventure story of a Norwegian boy who became a Colonel in the U.S. Air Force. Includes
Antarctic expeditions in spite of the title.
Orig price was $5.00.

Ballantyne, R. M. Fast in the Ice, or Adventures in the Polar Regions. 12mo, ix,
11--127, 17--32 (ads), pp; frontispiece to half-title, illus half-title page, illus with
several b/w plates; illus brown cloth boards, back board illus with black publishers
device, spine illus in gilt & brown, letters reversed on gilt, front board lettered in
gilt & black and decorated with scenes of ship and tiger; front hinge starting, may
be missing a ffep, corners bumped else very good. London: James Nisbet & Co,
ND. (vg) (arctic) (juvenile) (fiction & fact) (eBay 09/08/99)
Although not marked as such this is Volume III of Ballantyne’s Miscellany first published by
Nisbet in 1863. The miscellany consisted of 18 vols and was published 1843--1886.
The Note on page {vii} informs the reader that the miscellany was designed to provide
information for the working classes who cannot afford to purchase expensive books. The
story told here has the ubiquitous theme of the search for the North Pole. Much of the action
is related through the journal of a youth who accompanied the expedition.
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Bamman, Henry, and Robert Whitehead. Flight to the South Pole. Illustrations by
William Humrickhuse. A World of Adventure Series book. 72 pp; b&w illus, black
lettering on spine and red lettering on cover, pictorial front board of aircraft flying
over icebergs. Chicago: Benefic Press, 1965, (ex library) (juvenile fiction)

$

.50

4.50

$ 6.70

15.86

*Library markings: Library number on spine, discard handstamp on endpapers, library card pocket
pastedown has been removed fm back endpapers, ‘‘Oak Crest School Library’’ on endpapers has
been obliterated with black marker pen.

Banks, David. The New Doctor Who Adventures. Iceberg. 1st Paperback(?), 12mo,
xi, 253 [8] pp with the last five pages being unnumbered book advertisements;
decorated paper wraps, spine lettered in green & black, back cover lettered in black
and blue, front cover letter in white and yellow. [London: Dr Who Books, an
imprint of Virgin Publishing Ltd., 1993.] (as new paperback pocket book) (science
fiction) (eBay 06/18/99)
A full-length orig novel based on the BBC’s Doctor Who series. In the not to distant future
several years after the Y2K disaster, the world is about to be overwhelmed by the inversion
of the Earth’s magnetic field.

Banks, Roger. The Unrelenting Ice. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, 197 pp; numerous text illus
orig light blue cloth-grained ppered boards, lettered on spine and decorated on
front board in silver. Edges of board slightly faded, dust jacket torn in several
places else very good. London: Constable, 1962. (vg in tattered mylar protected
d.j.) (*inscription) (**label) (Renard 80) (Spence 85) (Bull 07/12/99)
$ 37.00
Colin Bull advertised the d.j. as vg.
Thoughts of an artist on an Antarctic experience. The author spent 1953 at Admiralty Bay
with the FIDS.
*Previous owner inscription on inside front board: Mark Mitchell. / For a broken / effort not too / bad in
parts. / Peter /.
**Very small gilt dealer label on inside back board: WELLS BOOKS / 832 FORT ST / VICTORIA B.C.

Barber, Noel. The White Desert. 1st edition, 208 pp; photo illus; orig dark blue
cloth-grained papered boards, gilt lettering on spine. London: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1958. (vg+ in vg d.j.) (Spence 86) [Same as 1951-1961 D-1821]
(Renard 81)
$ 7.50

30.00

A first-hand account of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition. The author was flown to South Pole
Station and became the first Brit since Scott to set foot at the Pole. He watched from the
Pole as Fuchs and Hillary converged on it from oposite end of the continent. Good account
of Gus Shinn in here also.

Barjavel, René. The Ice People. Translated from the French by Charles Lam Markmann. 1st U.S. Edition(?), (iix), 182 pp; orig tan leather grained paper boards,
spine lettered in black. Book Club Edition per dust jacket. New York: William
Morrow and Company, Inc. [1971]. (vg in good d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p8) (ebay
10 Jul 98)

$ 3.99

6.00

Originally published in France in 1968.
A golden sphere is found buried deep within the Antarctic ice. Within the sphere are the
naked bodies of a man and a beautiful young woman, survivors of a civilization that had
perished 900,000 years ago.
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Barker, David. Antarctica. An Artist’s Logbook. 1st Edition, Oblong 4to, 128 pp; 17
colored plates, numerous b/w illus; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in silver. Slightly dirty d.w. else as new. (Auckland): Random Century,
(1991). (as new in vg d.w.) (Renard 86) (BFinch 12/06/95)

$ 22.00

34.00

$ 2.98

20.00

Barnes, James N. Lets Save Antarctica. Photos by Eliot Porter. 1st edition, Post 4to,
96 pp; orig stiff illus wraps. Australia: Greenhouse Publications, 1982. (new
paperback) [A-28766] (Renard 89)
$ 10.00

17.00

The author was the official artist on the Pelagic Antarctic Expedition of 1988. David Barker
is a well-known, in New Zealand circles, artist and yachtsman. He is a designer and sailor
of catamarans and his media in this book is full color watercolors, and b/w sketches.

Barker, Nicholas, and Anthony Masters. Red Ice. 1st U.S. Edition. 250 pp; orig red
cloth-grained papered boards, gilt lettering on spine. New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1987. (new in d.j.) (Fiction----Cordes p8)
International terrorism at sea. The death of the skipper of a British naval vessel is essential
for th esuccess of the plans of a terrorist organization in the Antarctic.
Nicholas Barker was the commanding officer of the Endurance during the 1982 Falkland
Island conflict.

Politics and environmental concerns of Antarctica written by a lawyer.

Batchelor, John Calvin. Birth of the Peoples Republic of Antarctica. {xii}, 404 pp;
orig gray papered boards, quarter bound black cloth, silver lettering on spine. New
York: Dial Press, 1983. (new in d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p8)
$ 16.95

62.00

A hypnotic, thought provoking mix of Norse Saga, Beowulf, polar exploration, war and exile
in Antarctica. The hero, Skullagrim Fiddle is imprisioned for 29 years.

Baughman, Ted.----See also: Passel
Baughman, T. H. Before the Heroes Came. Antarctica in the 1890s. 1st Edition(?),
160 pp; illus with three maps, and 3 portraits, notes, selected bib, index; dark blue
cloth boards, spine lettered in white. As new in Mylar covered d.j. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, [1994]. (fine in d.j.) (CBull 03/13/99)

$ 23.80

40.00

$ 47.00

50.95

Good account of history of exploration up to the Discovery expedition.

------------. Pilgrims on the Ice. Robert Falcon Scott’s First Antarctic Expedition. 1st
Edition(?), 8vo, xvii, 334 pp; illus with 2 maps & 6 drawings in text, (end) notes,
index; orig dark blue cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, [1999] (as new in d.j.) (*inscribed) (Bull 06/21/00)
In Colin Bull’s catalogue listing he quotes from the dust jacket front end flap: ‘‘This is by far
the most authoritative analysis of Scott’s Discovery Expedition ever written . . . ’’ ----Michael
Rosove.
Also on the same end flap we have: ‘‘A major contribution to the history of Antarctic
exploration and discovery.’’ --Colin Bull.
It should be noted that both Rosove and Colin read the book in manuscript and received
praise from the author in his Preface.
*Inscribed with authors initials or signature on title page.
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Baum, Allyn. Antarctica: The worst place in the world. First printing, {viii}, 152 pp;
many illus; orig mustard cloth, lettered in black on spine and front board. D.j.
pasted down on inside boards. New York: MacMillan, 1966. (d.j.) (ex-library,
discard*) (Spence 98) [A-3947] (Renard 92)

$ 4.00

21.75

Author was NY Times correspondent twice with Operation Deep Freeze. Concise history
of exploration and the ‘‘complete story of present-day Antarctica’’. It was, up through the
publication date.
*Library markings: Library pastedown removed from fep, library tab on spine, discard stamp on fep,
library name (Fort Vancouver Regional Library) covered with black marker ink.

Baxter, Stephen. Anti-ice. 1st Harper Paperback Printing, [x], 289 pp; orig illus wraps,
wraps lettered in yellow/silver/white; this is a paperback pocketbook that has been
read at least several times, with dog-eared pages, wraps, else good to very good.
New York: Harper Prism, [1994]. (good to vg) (science fiction----Cordes p9)
(paperback pocketbook) (eBay 06/01/99)

$ 2.25

5.50

$ 18.00

42.00

$ 34.95

87.00

$ 29.50

45.00

Some miraculous discovery rivaling the gift of fire is discovered near the south Pole.
Harmless until warmed, then . . .

Bechervaise, John. The Far South. With a foreword by Phillip Law. 1st Edition (?).
pp xvi, 103; endpaper maps, 2 other maps , 19 illus on 12 plates, appen, bib, index;
orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. Small slip of paper
(bookmark) laidin between pp xvi & 1*.[Sidney]: Angus and Robertson, [1961].
(vg in vg d.w.) (Spence 107) (Renard 98) (AH, 03/20/96)
Both Spence & Antheil have listed the first edition publication date as 1962.
History and physical make-up and climate, bird and animal life and the important scientific
work being done in Antarctica. The author was the leader of three ANARE wintering
expeditions.
*Laidin bookmark: ‘‘FROM;----Hydrographic Service, / Department of the Navy, / Garden Island, /
N.S.W.

[Bechervaise, John & 38 other Authors]. Antarctica: Great Stories From The Frozen
Continent. First edition, Med 4to 320 pp; profusely illus; orig slick color illus
boards. NSW Australia: Reader’s Digest, (1985). (new in d.j.) (Renard 104)
A very informative and useful reference. The book is divided into three parts. Part one is
the continent and its wildlife. Part two is a chronological story of Antarctic exploration. Part
three is the Antarctic atlas and chronology which contains all the essential reference that
is needed to understand the rest of the book.

[Bechervaise, John & 38 other Authors]. Antarctica: Great Stories From The Frozen
Continent. Second edition, revised & updated, Med 4to 320 pp; profusely illus;
orig slick color illus boards. NSW Australia: Reader’s Digest, (1990). (new in d.j.)
This second edition has the same number of pages, but has updated information through
1990.

Beeby, Dean. In a Crystal Land. Canadian Explorers in Antarctica. 1st Edition (?),
xii, 262 pp; endpaper maps, one other map, illus with b&w photos (15 plates),
notes, photo credits, index; orig cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in
blue. Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, [1994]. (as new in
d.j.) (Hamilton 03/09/98)

B
$ 8.95

35.90

History of Canadians who have participated in Antarctic expeditions since 1899.
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Behrendt, John C. Innocents on the Ice. A memoir of Antarctic Exploration, 1957. 1st
Edition, xviii {xix-xxiii}, 428 pp; frontispiece, illus with 50 b&w photos, and 6
maps, glossary, bib, index; orig dark blue cloth, spine lettered in white. [Niwot
Colorad]o: University Press of Colorado, [1998], (as new in d.j.) (signed by author
on half title page) (Bull 12/29/98)

$ 31.65

37.00
Unsigned

Finn Ronne, the OIC/SSL of Ellsworth Station during the IGY, had trouble with his men. It
has been said that his book Antarctic Command has been used as a case-study in paranoia.
Two of the trouble makers, the author and Ed Thiel, established Radio Free Ellsworth.
Behrendt has finally written a book about his experience.

Bellinghausen, Thaddeus, Capt. The Voyage of Captain Bellingshausen to the
Antarctic Seas 1819--1821. Translated from the Russian. Edited by Frank Debenham, O.B.E., M.A. Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge.
Facsimile Reprint. 2 volumes printed under one cover. xxx, 474 pp; large folding
map in pocket, (all the foldout maps of the Hakluyt Society edition are not included
in this reprint), other maps & plates, index; orig blue cloth boards, spine lettered
in gilt. Facsimile reprint of Hakluyt Society, 1945. Milwood, NY: Kraus Reprint,
1986. (as new) (reprint of Spence 117) (after Renard 430) (11/02/95)
$29.45
A complete translation of the record of one of the greatest Antarctic expeditions ever
undertaken, rivaling that of Cook. Includes the records of travels elsewhere in the Pacific:
Alaska, New Zealand & other islands.
Renard lists this under Debenham, but Spence places under Bellinghausen.

Beltramino, Juan Carlos M. The Structure and Dynamics of Antarctic Population.
1st Edition, 8vo, xvii, {i}, 71, [72--94 unpaginated tables, 95--105 pp; illus with
tables, graphs & maps, six appends, bib, index; orig dark blue cloth, spine lettered
in silver; as new in as new dust jacket. New York: Vantage Press, [1993]. (as new)
(State Dept 11/29/99)

$ 00.00

16.95

$ 5.00

39.92

The author seems to have overlooked some things. He states that Mary Alice McWhinney
was the first woman to winter over. Military support personnel apparently do not count in
his population census.
Slip with author’s address laid in.

Benjamin, Philip. Quick Before it Melts. 1st Printing, 8vo, {vii}, 248 pp; quarter
bound dark blue cloth with light blue papered sides, spine lettered and decorated
in gilt, snowflake decorations & publishers divice on spine, front board decorated
with silver snowflakes, top edge red. Very good with slightly tattered dust jacket
with small piece missing from head of spine. New York: Random House, [1964].
(vg+, in torn d.j.) (*dealers label) (fiction----Cordes p9) (eBay 11/13/99)
The author who worked for the New York Times made two trips to Antarctica. In this work
of fiction a journalist from Sage, The Magazine That Thinks For You, is sent to the Antarctic
to Report on the International Geophysical Year. He engineers a spectacular ‘‘scoop’’ while
enduring raucous adventures.
George Doumani, author of the Frigid Mistress, spent some time on the same trail party
with Benjamin, and he did not think too much of Benjamin. According to him Benjamin never
lifted a finger to help out with any of the camp chores. He further claims that Benjamin was
mostly a nuisance and in everyone’s way.
Orig price of this 1st Edition was $4.95
*Small gold booksellers label at bottom of inside back board: BROWN BOOK SHOP / 1913 Fannin /
Houston 2, Texas / CApitol 7--0119
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------------. Quick Before it Melts. 224 pp; [New York]: Avon Books, [1964]. (good, used)
(pocketbook paperback) (fiction----Cordes p9) (eBay 09/30/99)

$ 3.00

16.80

$ 52.00

59.75

Original price was 60 cents for this paperback.

Bennett, A. G. Whaling in the Antarctic. Authorized Edition, 8vo, x, 222, illus with
24 plates, 3 full-page drawings, index; orig green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, top
edge blue (faded); very good plus with mylar dust cover. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, [1932]. (vg+ mylar prot) (after USN 32.36) (Spence 121) (Renard
108) (Finch 09/19/00)
Contains an outline of the history of old-time whaling and covers modern whaling methods
(by 1930s standards) in great detail.

Berkh, V.N. and V.M. Golovnin. The Wreck of the Neva. 64 pp; orig light blue illus
paper wraps. Anchorage, Alaska: Alaska Historical Society and Sitka Historical
Society and funded in part by a grant from the Alaska Historical Commission,
1979. (Paperback) (Arctic)
$ 3.50
Description of the shipwreck of the frigate NEVA of the Russian-American Company on the
o
northwestern shore of America, near Cape Edgecumbe, on the latitude of 57 11’, on the
9th of January 1813.

Bernacchi, Louis. To the South Polar Regions. Expeditions of 1898--1900. Facsimile
Edition. 8vo, [ii], 4(modern intro), xvi, 348 pp; large folding colored chart, 1 other
folding map & 1 full-page map, folding panoramic plate, 67 illus (many full-page
plates, but included in pagination), notes, glossary, index; orig blue-green cloth,
gilt lettering on spine and front board in imitation of original first edition binding.
Near fine. First published by Hurst and Blackett Limited in 1901. This edition
published at [Denton, Norfolk]: Bluntisham Books and the Erskine Press. [1991].
(as new with light stain on fore-edge) (after USN 23--52.23) (after Spence 123/124)
(Renard 112) (Finch 09/30/99)
$ 68.50

165.00

A fine facsimile reprint of the scarce first edition of 1901. Edition limited to 450 copies of
which this is copy number 192. One of only three books written about the Southern Cross
Expedition.
Bernacchi was a physicist on Borchgrevink;s Southern Cross expedition from 1898--1900.
This was the first expedition to winter over on the continent itself.

Bernacchi, L.C. A Very Gallant Gentleman. 3d Impression. 240 pp; illus; orig purple
cloth boards, spine lettered in white, spine is very badly faded. Erased penciled
name on inside front cover. London: Thornton Butterworth, 1933. (dealers label*)
(USN 29.48) (after Spence 126) (after Renard 114)
$ 55.00

125.00

Biography of L.E.G. Oates who intentionally walked to his death in a vain attempt to save
his team mates on Scott’s last expedition.
*Label: Dealers label mounted on inside back cover: ‘‘The Times Book Club, 42 Wigmore Street, W.I’’.
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Bernard, Raymond. The Hollow Earth. The Greatest Geographical Discovery in
History. Made by Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the Mysterious Land Beyond the
Poles ---- The True Origin of the Flying Saucers. New Edition, [xvi] including
wraps, 116, and 18 (unpaginated advertisment section including wraps) pp; illus
with painting reproductions, b&w photos, drawing and so forth; orig black and
yellow illus wraps, spine and front cover lettered in yellow, back cover lettered in
black with black publishers device, the covers have fold-over flaps with boxed
advertising copy, when unfolded four & five photographs are displayed on the
inside of the covers. The ms pages have been stapled together and the wraps glued
down. Wraps are a little age darkened else very good. New York: Fieldcrest
Publishing Co. Inc., [1964]. (vg) (paperback) (eBay 04/12/99)

$ 23.95

40.00

$ 4.58

94.25

------------. The Hollow Earth. The Greatest Geographical Discovery in History. Made
by Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the Mysterious Land Beyond the Poles ---- The True
Origin of the Flying Saucers. 1st paperback(?), 191 pp; orig red wraps with
diagram of hollow earth, wraps lettered in black and white. small chip missingfrom
bottom of back wrap else very good. Secaucus, NJ: Lyle Stuart, Inc, ND. (vg)
(trade paperback, pocketbook) (eBay 04/05/99)
$ 15.28

28.80

According to the author the true home of the flying saucers is a huge underground world
whose entrance is the North Pole opening. I wonder what the South Pole opening is used
for?
This paperback has far superior grahics compared to the hard back listed below. This paper
copy originally sold for $3.00 and a cloth bound version was available for $4.95

------------. The Hollow Earth. The Greatest Geographical Discovery in History. Made
by Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the Mysterious Land Beyond the Poles ---- The True
Origin of the Flying Saucers. Reprint, 254 pp; illus with painting reproductions,
b&w photos, drawing and so forth; orig black cloth-grained papered(?) boards,
spine lettered in silver. Except for a little aging of the edges the book is as new,
dustjacket is browned on the spine and has a small tear at the spne head. Secaucus,
NJ: University Books, Inc., [1969]. (vg+ in vg d.j.) (eBay 04/10/99)
Overall the quality of the graphics in this book are fair to poor.
According to the dustjacket the orig price was $8.95. University Books is a division of Lyle
Stuart, Inc., publisher of the paperback below

This is a Dell book from the Library of Mystic Arts series. Original price was $1.50. The
book was originally published in 1969 by University Books Inc. The last page of text has
3-74 at the bottom of the page, so this might indicate a 1974 reprint date.

------------. The Hollow Earth. The Greatest Geographical Discovery in History. Made
by Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the Mysterious Land Beyond the Poles ---- The True
Origin of the Flying Saucers. Revised enlarged edition. {vi} 141 pp; paperback,
green card stock. spiral comb binding. Mokelumne Hill, CA: Health Research,
1977. (paperback) (Fine)
$ 38.50
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Berrill, Jacquelyn. Wonders of the Arctic and Antarctic. Written and illustrated by
Jacquelyn Berrill. Med 8vo, 186 pp; pictorial endpaper, 9 maps, very numerous
illus by the Author, index; orig green cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered
in silver. Title page missing. No Imprint. (clipped d.w.) (name/note*) (not in
Spence, but see 130) (Renard 119)
NZ$ 6.00
The d.w. has: ‘‘World’s Work Ltd., The Windmill Press, Kingswood Tadworth Surry’’. Renard
list the imprint as: ‘‘(Tadworth, Surrey), World’s Work, (1974).’’ Renard further states that
its the First one-vol. Edition. Probably means first single-volume.
*The name ‘‘Lawson’’ is printed in black on the front free endpaper. Ant the following note, also on the
front free endpaper, accounts for the missing title page: ‘‘Title page / returned for credit / 29/10/75".

Berton, Pierre. The Arctic Grail. The Quest for the North West Passage and the North
Pole 1818--1909. 2nd Printing. xiv, 15--672 pp; ink portrait monage endpapers,
with 46 maps & 13 illus, chronology, bib, index; orig red cloth, spine lettered in
gilt. compass rose blindstamped on front board. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
(1988) (as new in d.j.) (arctic)

$ 13.45

29.95

$23.19

37.75

$ 28.33

28.87

$ 20.00

82.00

The Arctic Grail serves as a timely re-examination of the historic events that took place at
the top of the world during the Golden age of Exploration.

Bertram, Colin. Arctic and Antarctic. A Prospect of the Polar Regions. New {2nd}
Edition (entirely revised), ix, 123 pp; frontispiece photo of seals on beach, illus
with 15 plates (including 1 full-page & 1 folding map), several woodcut text illus;
orig medium blue cloth, spine lettered in black. Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons
Ltd., [1958]. (near fine in vg d.w.) (both poles) (Spence 132) (Renard 121) (eBay
07/15/99)
Renard 121 is listed with gilt lettering and light blue-green cloth boards.
The first edition was published in 1939 and was subtitled The Technique of Polar Travel.
The author was the Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute. In this revision he carries
forward his earlier discussions and descriptions of the pioneer and transitional states in
polar history and affairs into the post-war modern phase.

Bertram, G. C. L. {George Colin Lawder}. Antarctica Today and Tomorrow. By
G.C.L. Bertram, William Evans Visiting Professor in the University of Otago,
1957, Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge, Director of the Scott Polar
Research Institute, Cambridge, 1949--56. 1st U.K. Edition, 8vo, {ii}, 28 pp;
coloured folding map facing page {1}; orig gray wraps (with end flaps), lettered
in blue; edges of wraps are age browned else very good; scarce. Dunedin:
Cambridge at the University Press {and} University of Otago, 1958. [1951--1961:
4672] (Spence 133) (Renard 123) (eBay 12/06/00)
Individual countries motives for conducting research in the Antarctic are analyzed and
possible (potential?) future political problems are discussed.

Bertrand, Kenneth J. Americans in Antarctica 1775-1948 - Special Publication No.
39. Roy 8vo, xvi, 554 pp; orig grey cloth, lettered in lettered in gilt on black panels
on spine and front board. New York: American Geographical Society, 1971. (vg,
issued w/o d.j.) [A-10501] (probably same as Renard 125)
Account of American involvement in Antarctica from 18th century sealing voyages to
Operation Windmill.
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Bickel, Lennard. Mawsons Will. The Greatest Survival Story Ever Written. 3d Printing.
237 pp; illus; orig quarter black cloth, lettered in gilt, light blue papered sides.
New York: Stein and Day, 1977. (fine in vg d.j.) (Note: Title published in British
Commonwealth as This Accursed Land) (Before Spence 138) [After A--20011]
(after Renard 129)
$ 10.00

50.00

A moving account of Mawson’s horrible journey and his struggle to survive in Terre Adelie
Land, 1912 when his two companions died.

------------. In Search of Frank Hurley. 1st Edition (?), 140 pp; photo illus by Hurley;
orig reddish-purple papered boards, spine lettered in white. Melbourne: MacMillan & Co., 1980. (new in d.j.) (Renard 130)
$ 20.00

49.00

Bio of Hurley 1885-1960 photographer with Mawson, Shackleton’s Endurance and BANZARE expeditions. Includes reproductions of some of Hurley’s color photographs of WW
I, believed to be the only color photographic record in existence.

Billing, Graham, and Guy Mannering (illustrations editor). South - Man and Nature
in Antarctica, A New Zealand View. 1965 Reprint. Demy 4to, 208 pp; many photo
illus; orig blue-white canvas, lettered in blue on spine and front board. Laid in
leaflet certificate attesting that book was purchased at Scott Base, Antarctica, with
Leaders rubber stamp and signature. Wellington, NZ: A.H. & A.W. Reed, (1964).
(inscription*) (vg in torn and worn d.j.) (after Spence 140) [same as A--3086] (after
Renard 133)

$ 30.00

67.00

$ 12.00

27.50

$ 3.50

27.00

The co-authors spent the summer season, 1962-63, together at Scott Base. Billing returned
the following season on a public relations assignment. Mannering also returned the
following season on a special assignment for the NZ National Publicity Studios. Both have
thousands of miles of Antarctic travel to their credit. Mostly from the crews mess at Scott
Base to the McMurdo CPO Club and back again.
*Inscription: ‘‘Regards and Best wishes / to Billy Baker / Colin Clark / Leader, Scott Base. / 3 June
1967".

Billing, Graham. Forbush and the Penguins. Book Club Edition (1st U.S. Edition
??*). 192 pp; orig dark-mustard cloth boards, spine lettered in white and black,
front board decorated with black penguin. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1966. (vg in good d.j.) (Fiction----Cordes p9) (After Spence 141) [3B--4601]
*According to the d.j. it’s the Books Club Edition, but this is not mentioned on title verso.
A novel of adventure concerning a biologist alone in the Antarctic to study a (dying) colony
of penguins.
One of only a few works of fiction that has found it’s way info the Antarctic Bibs.

Bixby, William. The Impossible Journey of Sir Ernest Shackleton. 5th printing, viii,
207 pp; orig white--with flecks of color--cloth boards, blue lettering on spine and
cover. Boston: Little Brown, 1960. (as new In d.j.) [D--1839]

1st
One of the better accounts of the voyage of the Endurance.

------------. McMurdo Antarctica. Maps by Edwin Garrison. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, [viii],
184 pp: illus with 2 full-page maps, 2 appends (chronology of exploration & text
of Antarctic Treaty); orig orange cloth boards, spine lettered in black. Usual library
markings, spine badly faded and dirty, corners slightly bumped, else very good.
New York: David McKay Company, 1962. (juvenile) (*Ex-library) (Spence 144)
(before/after Renard 139) (eBay 09/18/99)

$ 15.11

48.50

Renard copy had printed pictorial cloth boards.
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*Library markings: 919.9 Bi at tail of spine; obliterated library stamps on fep and title page, same stamp
on top edge: SHAW SCHOOL LIBRARY / Gorham, Maine; 919.9 Bi Bixby McMurdo, Antarctica
handwritten on back fep; date due pastedown on back fep. Last date was: 9/06/69.

------------. Track of the Bear: 1873-1963. 1st Edition (?), ix, 309 pp; illus with maps &
plates, appens, bib, index; orig green cloth, spine lettered in black. New York:
David McKay Co., 1965. (vg in slightly worn d.j. price clipped) (Renard 140)

$ 15.00

27.00

$ 16.42

33.00

$ 5.00

23.95

$ 7.00

22.50

$ 20.96

29.95

History of the brig Bear. Greely rescue. Alaska Revenue Service. Antarctica with Byrd, WW
II Greenland Patrol .

------------. The Forgotten Voyage of Charles Wilkes. Illustrations by John Flynn. 1st
Edition(?), vii, 184 pp; endpaper maps, title page decorated with length of looped
& knotted line, chapter head decorations, index; orig grey cloth, spine and front
board lettered in green, front board decorated with green length of line (same as
title page); back hinge starting/separated at the bottom to about half the length of
the hinge between last page of book and fep, seller described as very good
condition. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., [1966]. (good+ in mylar
covered, price clipped d.j.) (juvenile) (*Ex-library) (Renard 141) (eBay 07/13/00)
The 1838--1842 United States Exploring Expedition commanded by Lt Charles Wilkes.
Wilkes’. Sightings made by Wilkes served as a basis for united States claims in Antarctica.
*Usual library markings,. label on spine, paste-down library card pocket on inside ffep. Pocket has a
numbered listed of RULES printed on it with part of the envelope and rules covered with a white label:
CENTRAL LIBRARY / IRVING PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM / IRVING, TEXAS 75060, / with red WITHDRAWN stamp on
pocket and label. All edges stamped with black IRVING MUNICIPAL LIBRARY stamp. two bar-code labels
on ffep and one on back of dust jacket. Title page has a white label with the book author, title and
other information on it. Verso of title page has bar-code label. The dust jacket was taped to the book
and the tape has became brown and dried out with remnants and stains remaining on boards.

------------. Robert Scott, Antarctic Pioneer. 2nd Printing. Cr, 8vo, 143 pp; maps & other
illus; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. New York: J.B. Lippincott Company,
1970. (water spots on cover else vg in vg d.j.)[Ant. Bib A--10669] (same as Renard
142)
Bjelke, Rolf. See also: Deborah Shapiro
Bjelke, Rolf and Deborah Shapiro. Northern Light.One Couple’s Epic Voyage from
the Arctic to the Antarctic. Stated 1st American, 4to, 116 pp; color photo of iceberg
on endpapers, copyright info on verso of half title, illus with maps & numerous
color photos; orig electric blue cloth boards, spine lettered in silver, errata sheet
laid in. Very good in very good dust jacket with 34 inch tear on bottom edge of back
flap. New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., [1986]. (vg in vg d.j.) (*errata) (coffee
table book) (both poles) (eBay 07/02/99)
One of the photos shows Rolf in a tuxedo and waving a tophat with a group of penguins
looking on.
*The errata corrects two errors on the inside dust jacket flap.

Bockstoce, John R. Whales, Ice and Men. The History of Whaling in the Western
Arctic. 2nd Printing with corrections. 400 pp; 5 appens, bib, index, illus with b&w
photos, maps, drawings, & paintings; orig wraps, front cover illus with b&w photo
of ship in iceflow, spine & cover lettered in black & red. Seattle: University of
Washington Press [1995] (as new) (paperback) (arctic) (FRH 07/16/95)
The hardback 1st Edition was published in 1986 in association with the New Bedford
Whaling Museum.
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Bogen, Hans. Main Events in the History of Antarctic Exploration. 1st separate
edition, Med 4to, 124 pp; 11 maps (1 full page), 56 illus, index of personal,
geographic and various names; orig light blue leathergrain wrappers, lettered in
black. A good to very good copy, spine is browned as are edges of front and back
covers, upper right front corner creased (cover and all pages), pages are stapled
with wraps glued to spine, first 3 or 4 pages have pulled away from staples. Scarce.
Sandefjord [Norway], Reprinted from The Norwegian Whaling Gazette No’s 4
through 9, 1957 (good to vg) (paperback) (Renard 146)
$ 33.74
165.00
An interesting overview from the Norwegian perspective, covering some events rarely
discussed elsewhere.

[Boie, Cai. Editor]. Advanced German Polar Technology. 1st Edition(?), 4to brochure, 60 pp + perforated reply cards, section separators of light blue card stock ;
illus with color photos & drawings; index; orig illus paper wraps, lettered on spine
and front cover in black; as new. Hamburg: CONPLAN GmbH, 1991. (as new
paperback) (both poles) (eBay date unk)
$ 00.00
This brochure is actually an advertisement for polar equipment. The brochure was a gift
from a Coast Guard Auxilliary member who I purchased a copy of NWP-17 with NRTC
from. in 1999.

Bond, Creina, and Roy Siegfried. Antarctica. No Single Country -- No Single Sea. See:
Johnson, Peter.
Bonners, Susan. A Penguin Year. Written and Illustrated by Susan Bonners. 1st
Printing, oblong, 48 unnumbered pp; illus with watercolor paintings; light blue
cloth boards, spine lettered in silver. The d.j. flaps have been blued to the endpapers
otherwise very good. New York: Delacorte Press, [1981]. (vg in vg d.j.) (juvenile)
(*ex-library) (eBay 03/12/98)

$ 8.49

9.95

A well written and illustrated account of a year in the lives of Adelie Penguins.
*Usual library markings; number at foot of spine; Salt Lake City Public Library----ROS
stamped in black on top edge, same stamp on rear inside hinge; library card pocket and
barcode tab glued to back endpaper, pocket is stamped with red; No Longer Property of
Salt Lke City Public Library with red date stamp, May 1 1984. Title page is perforated with:
The Public Library of Salt Lake.

Borchgrevink, C.E. First on the Antarctic Continent (Being an Account of the British
Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900). London: George Newnes, Ltd., 1901. Facsimile
Reprint. xvi, VII, 334 pp; 3 folding maps, illus; orig blue papered boards, spine
lettered in gilt. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1980. (as new. issued
without d.j.) (facsimile of Spence 152) (Renard 156)
$ 25.00

125.00

First deliberate wintering in Antarctica, at Cape Adare.

Bowden, Tim. The Silence Calling. Australians in Antarctica 1947-97. The ANARE
Jubilee History. 1st Edition. xxvii, 593 pp; orig white cloth boards, spine lettered
in gilt, publishers emblem at foot of spine, foreword by Phillip Law, frontis
facsimile of poem by Douglas Mawson, illus with color and b&w photos, maps,
4 appens, endnotes, bib, index. St. Leonards, NSW: Allen & Unwin, [1997]. (new
in d.w.) (A&H 09/14/97)

A$ 59.95

52.00

The author was commissioned by the Australian Antarctic Division to write the jubilee history
of ANARE. He spent many months in Antarctica doing research on the book.
Note: A deluxe limited edition, boxed and quarter bound in leather was also published. I
ordered this book, but the publisher claimed that it was our of print.
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Bowman, Gerald. From Scott to Fuchs. 1st Edition. 8vo, 191 pp; frontispiece photo
of ice cave, photo illus with 13 plates, five maps, append, index; orig blue
cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt, Published in U.S. as Men of
Antarctica. Dustwrapper tapped to boards else very good. London: Evans Brothers
Limited, 1958. (vg with price clipped d.w.) (ex-library*) (Spence 165) [same as
1951--1961 A--75] (Renard 162)

$ 8.95

40.00

$ 22.09

32.00

NZ$ 17.50

28.00

$ 12.25

65.25

$ 10.50

36.75

$ 5.75

18.00

$ 5.95

16.80

Accounts of Antarctic expeditions made by Scott, Amundsen, Shackleton, Byrd, Fuchs and
Hillary.
*Library pocket mounted on bep, library label on d.j. spine: ‘‘Auckland City Mission Hospital Library
Service’’. Gold foil ex-libris label on ffep: Library of Billy-Ace Baker, OAE.

------------. Men of Antarctica. 1st American Edition. 8vo, 191 pp; frontispiece photo of
ice cave, illus with b/w photos, maps, 2 appends (lists of personnel), index; orig
blue cloth boards, spine lettered in silver; very good in slightly worn dust-jacket.
New York: Fleet Publishing Corporation, [1958]. (vg in g+ d.j.) (Spence 166)
[1951--1961 A--75] (Renard 163) (eBay 07/22/00)
Orig price was $3.95. First published in the U.K. as From Scott to Fuchs.

Braxton, Dorothy. The Abominable Snow-Woman. 1st Edition (?). 201 pp; endpaper
maps, 16 plates; orig light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in dark
blue. D.w torn and repaired with cello tape on top left corner, back of d.w. is worn
& dirty. Wellington: A. H. & A. W. Reed, (1969). (vg in good d.w.) (Renard 167)
The author was one of the first, if not the first, female journalist to gain access to Antarctica.

Brenner, Barbara. Walt Disney’s T h e P e n g u i n t h a t H a t e d t h e
C o l d . Adapted by Barbara Brenner. 1st Edition, unpaginated [44 pp]; pictorial
endpapers of ice raft with sail, among icebergs; pictorial papered boards, white
lettering on spine and black letter with icebergs on front board. New York: Random
House (Book Club Edition), [1973]. (juvenile) (eBay 09/02/98)
Tired of always being cold, Pablo, a penguin, decides to move from the south pole to a
warmer climate. Inaccurate portrayal of south pole region. Has penguins living igloos and
camp fires made with tree branches.

Brent, Peter. Captain Scott and the Antarctic Tragedy. Cr 4to, 223 pp; photo illus;
orig dark maroon cloth-grained boards, spine lettered in gilt. New York: Saturday
Review Press, 1974. (vg in vg price clipped d.j.) (After Spence 175) [A--15361]
(Renard 169)
A well illusted account of the life and times of the heroic Antarctic explorer.

Brewster, Barney. Antarctica: Wilderness at Risk. 1st Edition, U.S. issue. Cr 4to, x,
125 pp; orig stiff pictorial wraps, top right corner of cover has been folded back
slightly. San Francisco: Friends of the Earth, 1982. (paperback) (After Renard 171)
Australian and New Zealand issues also exist. NZ is probably first as the book was written
and typeset in NZ. Australian edition is Renard 172.

Briggs, Peter. Laboratory at the Bottom of the World. Cr 8vo, xii, 180 pp; orig light
blue cloth, spine lettered in black, d.j. tapped down w/scotch tape, New York:
McKay Co., 1970. (d.j.) (Ex Library*) [5A--9265] (Renard 180)
An account of modern scientific research at the South Pole.
*Library Markings: Library stamp, ‘‘Oklahoma County Libraries’’ on title page, label on d.j. spine,
pastedown pocket mounted on bep, covered by label and discard stamp.
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Briggs, Philip. Man of Antarctica. The Story of Captain Scott. 2nd Impression, 12mo,
96 pp; colored frontispiece painting of man being lowered into crevasse with dog
observing (same design is on dustwrapper), title page decorated with publishers
device, facing-page map; orig light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in black; some age spotting and browning papers but a very good copy in
worn/torn dustwrapper. Originally published in 1959. London: Lutterworth Press,
[1963]. (vg in mylar protected, price clipped d.w.) (*Ex-libris bookplate) (**booksellers stamp) (juvenile) (after Renard 179) (eBay 07/14/00)
$ 14.50

28.87

According to the dustwrapper this is Number 1 in the Courage and Conquest Series. The
verso of the half-title lists other books in the series, but does not give the series a name.
The same list is on the back of the dustwrapper and states that it is the Courage and
Conquest Series. Books in the series were priced at 4s and 6d each.
A simplified version of Scott’s life and the great Antarctic tragedy.
*Elaborately designed color bookplate on ffep (almost as big as the page) with ‘‘Presented to’’ printed
on the bookplate with the following inscription in longhand: Jeoff Foley / St Pauls C of E / Sunday
School / Second Prize / F.J.D. Wilson / Rector
**Small booksellers stamp in purple on inside front cover at foot near hinge: Queensland / Book Depot
/ 31 Adelaide St. / BRISBANE.

Brower, Kenneth. Wake of the Whale. Photographs by William R. Curtsinger. 1st
Edition,Super roy, folio, 160 pp; endpapers have photo of rear view of whale,
inside feps have info printed on them about the book design and conservation
groups, frontispiece of right whale on page before title page, facing page photo of
right whale on title page, illus with 55 colored & 45 b/w photos (several double
and full-page); orig green cloth boards, spine & front board lettered in gilt; front
cover of dust jacket has a four inch long by one inch high strip torn from it, bottom
edge of front board stained, rear cover of d.j. has been repaired with cello tape,
else very good. San Francisco [simultaneously in New York, London & Paris]:
Friends of the Earth, ND {1979?}. (vg in good d.j.) (coffee table book) (Renard
191) (eBay 08/12/00)

$ 9.50

54.00

Brown, Benjamin and Helen J. Taylor The Penguin Who Wanted to Fly. 1st Edition
(?). unpaginated 44 pp; profusely illus w/colored drawings; stiff illustrated wraps.
Christchurch: Shadowcatchers, 1993. (as new) (preschool) (paperback)
(10/05/95)

$ 4.00

10.40

Brown, Clara Lee. Voyage into Danger. With Photographs by Condit D. Brown. 1st
Edition(?), 8vo, 128 pp; photo of Lindblad Explorer on half-title page, frontispiece
map of Drake Passage & Antarctic Peninsula, illus with b/w photos & two ink
drawings by the photographer; orig blue cloth, spine and front board lettered in
silver; very good plus. North Quincy, Mass: The Christopher Publishing House.,
[1972]. (vg+ in vg mylar prot d.j.) (*inscription/label) (**ex-libris) 04/01/89)

$ 3.50

24.00

Original price was $35.00. Includes many superb photographs of marine mammals and
other wildlife from Antarctica.

A factual and fascinating account of a shipwreck adventure. The book is dedicated to the
officers & men of the Piloto Pardo and Lars Eric Lindblad.
*‘‘Gebe’’ penned on inside front cover, and fep, label ‘‘Joan’s Book Shoppe, Wyoming, Ohio’’.
**Gold foil library label and personal cachet, in black ink, of Billy-Ace Baker near bottom of ffep.
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Brown, Nan. Antarctic Housewife. 1st Edition (?). 8vo, [x], 190 pp; illus with colored
frontispiece, 8 b&w photos; orig grey-brown cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in silver. Dust jacket torn at top on front & back else good/very good.
[Richmond, Victoria]: Hutchinson of Australia, [1971]. (vg in good d.w.) (dealer
label) (Spence 191) (Renard 194) (Renard 11/08/95)

$ 29.50

30.00

$ 5.95

35.00

$ 81.50

82.00

The author spent 2 1/2 years on South Georgia. Her husband was assigned as the islands
radio operator. During her stay she took ‘‘working vacations’’ on whaling ships and served
as mess boy on one of them.
Small orange Gaston Renard book label on inside front board.

Brown, Paul. The Last Wilderness ---- Eighty Days in Antarctica. Med 8vo, {vi}, 250
pp; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. London: Hutchinson. 1991. (new in d.j.)
Greenpeace activities in 1988. ‘‘. . . a compelling account of the evidence of environmental
destruction. . . .’’

Brown, R. N. Rudmose, J. H. H. Pirie, & R.C. Mossman. The Voyage of the ‘‘Scotia’’.
Being the Record of a Voyage of Exploration in Antarctic Seas. With a New
Forward by Sir George Deacon. Facsimile Edition, English Issue, [iv], xiv, 375
pp; frontispiece photo of Scotia, folding map (back of book), 2 other maps, 59
plates (b&w photos), index; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, publishers device
and 1978 at foot of spine. Slight stain at top of front edge else very good condition.
London: C Hurst & Co., [1978]. (vg+) (after Spence 193)(after USN 23-56.29)
(Renard 199) (CBull 23/09/98)
Renard lists this as papered boards. Looks and feels more like cloth to me.

Brown, R. N. Rudmose. A Naturalist at the Poles. The Life, Work & Voyages of Dr.
W. S. Bruce the Polar Explorer. With Five Chapters by W. G. Burn Murdoch. With
38 Illustrations and 3 maps. 1st U.S. Edition, 8vo, {5}--11--316 pp; portrait
frontispiece with inscription & signature(?), 2 coloured folding & 1 full-page map,
24 plates, 5 text illustrations, bib, list of voyages, index; orig red cloth, spine
lettered in gilt; South Pole map and part of North Polar Region maps missing
otherwise a good copy with rubbing at head & foot of spine, boards scuffed, all
edges thin. Scarce. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1924. (good considering) (both poles) (*ex-library) (USN 29.13) (Spence 195) (After Renard 204?)
(eBay 07/06/99)
$ 52.40

150.00

Original published in London by Seeley, Service & Co., Ltd. in 1923. Comprising the original
sheets printed in the U.K., with new title page. In the previous two U.K editions the first four
pages were blank and there were four pages of advertisements at the end of the book. In
this copy pages 5 through 10 are unnumbered. The blank pages and the advertisement
pages have been omitted in this edition. The bottom of the last page has the printers
information: ‘‘The Mayflower Press, Plymouth, William Brendon & Son, Ltd. 1923"
Renard lists with black cloth, light blue lettering and illustration on front board.
The red endpapers have a repeating design of a globe and an inverted globe with the letters
UPS on the globes
*Ex-library markings: Library catalog number 919.8 stamped in gilt on foot of spine. Inside front board
has library bookplate pasted down at top, which reads: Class 919.8 Book Brown / San Antonio Public
Library of the city of San Antonio / Texas. / 24--2--8. The books classification number, author last name
and date at the bottom of the pastedown have been penned in. A pastedown on the bottom on the
inside front board is missing. It could possible have been an envelope for the card. A check-out card
is laid-in and has 3 dates stamps. The first being unreadable and the second and third has the dates
of MAR 23 ’38 and Jan 7 ’41. The ffep has two WITHDRAWN / SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC LIBRARY
stamps. A Date Due slip has been partially removed from the ffep. The bottom of the last page has
penciled in numbers and a set of initials and the numbers 145 stamped in red.
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Bruce, William S. Polar Exploration. Home University Library of Modern Knowledge No. 8. 1st Edition(?), 256 pp; 2 maps, index; orig maroon cloth boards, spine
& front board lettered in gilt, spine decorated in gilt with series logo and torch of
knowledge, top of front board blind-stamped with spread-winged owl, top edge
may have been gilded. Corners slightly bumped/frayed, small portion of gilt on
decoration at head of spine faded/worn else very good. New York & London:
Henry Holt and Company/Williams and Norgate, [1911]. (This is the New York
edition as the foot of the spine is gilt stamped Henry Holt and Company) (vg
*exlib) (both poles) (USN 17.204a xref 23.264) (after Spence 203?) (before or
after Renard211) (eBay 05/18/99)
$ 32.00
Geophysics, geography and biology of the polar regions.
According to Spence there are vii pages preceding the 256 pp. One of the two Renard
listings has 4 pages of advertising following the 256 pages. This copy has one undated
page of advertisement facing the title page. At least two of the books on the advertisement
page were first published in 1911. One of the to be published books on this page was first
published in 1911. I believe that this copy is a first edition.
*Library markings: Library numbers in white on lower portion of spine, some at foot of spine have almost
completely worn off. Library pastedown has been removed from inside front board, library pastedown
on fep for the BETHEL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION outlining the rules and regulations of the library.
The annual fee for being a member was one dollar and it cost five cents per volume to check out
books. The library was only open on Wednesday and Saturday evenings. This pastedown is stamped
DISCARDED in black. The title page and the first page of chapter one is stamped: Bethel Library
Association in Olde English Script. The inside back board has a pasted down piece of white vinyl
wallpaper with pink roses and green leaves which was probably added to cover damage done by
removal of library pastedown.

Bryan, Dorothy and Marquerite. Johnny Penguin. oblong 8vo, 38 unpaginated pp,
illus with b/w and color drawings; orig light blue boards, lettered in white on spine
and front board; front board decorated with drawing of penguin. Corners bumped
and cloth on edges thin, dirty boards. Garden City NY: Junior Books, Doubleday
& Company, Inc., [1931]. (vg--) (pre-school) (*ex-library) (eBay 08/26/99)

$ 9.21

29.16

$ 0,00

24.51

Johnny Penguin meets a Leopard Seal while taking his morning bath.
*Usual library markings of period. Large black letter B on tail of spine. Ffep has pocket pastedown with
card intact. Something has been removed from the back pastedown endpaper possibly another
pocket. Pocket pastedown up side down on back free endpaper, with penciled ‘‘card in front’’, has
Black library stamp on both pocket pastedowns: Willow Creek Public School / District 115--17 / Willow
Creek, Montana.
According to the seller of this book Willow Creek Public School Districts consists of one school and it
is one of the few remaining single building K 12 schools in the nation.

Buechner, Col. Howard A., and Wilhelm Bernhart. Hitler’s Ashes ---- Seeds of a New
Reich. 289 pp; 78 illus; black pictorial wraps. Metairie, Louisiana: Thunderbird
Press, Inc., 1989. (paperback) (Autographed by Buechner to Ken Henry)
The mysterious voyages of U-Boats 530 and 977, hidden Nazi treasure, 100,000 missing
Nazi officers, Admiral Byrd’s strange 1947 mission to Antarctica. This book is a sequel to
Hitler and the Holy Lance.
Bernhart was German U-Boat sailor in WW II, Buechner was medical officer with U.S. Army
in WW II, Ken Henry was U.S. Navy Petty Officer with Operation DF-63 and DF-67. Laid
in Examiner article, dated 29 November 1983, titled: Found! Mystic Holy Spear of Christ.
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Bull, Colin.----See: Wright, Sir Charles.
Bullen, Frank T.; First Mate. The Cruise of the Cachalot. Round the World After
Sperm Whales. Reprint(?), xx, 379 pp; frontispiece (b&w drawing of Cachalot),
folding world chart of route, 7 other illus; orig badly faded green(?) cloth, spine
and front board lettered in orange(?), front board decorated with green vine like
plant with flowers & leaves, the center of the front board has more plants but in
orange(?); Head & foot of spine frayed, corners bumped, pages thru 39 damp
stained. New York: International Book and Publishing Co., 1899. (good) (after
Spence 215) (after Renard 223) (eBay 04/20/99)

$ 12.95

40.00

$ 3.35

32.00

$ 3.00

65.00

$ 24.00

65.00

Originally published around 1897. A fictionalized account derived from the author’s real
experience in the whaling industry. Southward from New Bedford, Mass., eastward across
Indian & Pacific oceans, southward and round the Horn & northward to home port.

------------. The Cruise of the Cachalot. Illustrated by Charles O. Golden. The Fairmont
Classics Reprint(?), xiv, 309 pp; frontispiece scene of fight between two men, illus
with six paintings; orig blue cloth, front board lettered in gilt, front board decorated
with a color painting of a bald man in a small boat holding a harpoon on a
pastedown panel, the board around the panel is decorated with gilt contemporty
seafaring symbols. At least 1/3 of the spine is missing, but boards are firmly
attached. Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Company Publishers, ND (1925?). (vg but
faulty) (*inscriptions) (eBay 04/15/99)
The title page does not include the First Mate wording nor the Round the World After Sperm
Whales wording that is normally seen on reprints of this title.
*Head of ffep has ink signature of previous owner: Lawrence J. Culver and is dated 1936.
Immediately below is an inscription by Helen N. Culver who read the book in 1958: I read
this interestng book / in Jan. 1958--and surely enjoyed it / It was especially interesting /
after just reading ‘‘Under My / Luck Star’’ by Roy Chapman Anderews / ----Explorer /s/ Helen
N. Culver

------------. The Cruise of the Cachalot. Round the World After Sperm Whales. Sea Shore
& Mountain Series Edition. x, v & vi, 266 + 6 ads; there are no illus in this edition;
orig green cloth boards, spine & front board lettered in reverse on darker green
panel, spine and front board decorated with pink flowers & dark green leaves,
publishers device on foot of spine, series device on bottom of front board. Spine
is slightly faded, head and foot of spine very slightly worn, bookworm damage to
back board else a very good copy. New York & London: Street & Smith,
Publishers, ND. (vg) (the orig was Spence 213) (After Renard 226)
The antique store where I purchased this had it listed as being published in 1941. The
original cost at publication date was 50 cents.

------------. The Cruise of the Cachalot. Round the World After Sperm Whales. 378 pp
+ 4 pp of ads for ‘‘Books for Boys’’; there are no illus in this edition; orig very
dark green cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt, teg. New York: A. L. Burt Company,
Publishers, ND. (fair) (the orig was Spence 213) (inscription*) (After Renard 226)
(eBay 02/05/99)
Spine is slightly faded, worn at head and foot of spine, corners worn/bumped, back board
has marks, front board has several bumps where cloth is lifted from board, front hinge is
split, but no loose pages, some interior browning, page 45 has a black mark over two words.
This appears to be a reprint from the 20s or 30s time frame.
*Two line inscription at top of inside front board: ‘‘This looks just by Dalton & Co. / Frank Brown -- Sea
apprentice.’’
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Bullen, Frank T. The Cruise of the Cachalot. Illustrated by Stephen Reid. Reprint(?),
xii, 385 pp; endpaper green colored country scene with wording ‘‘The Golden
Books’’ on a banner, frontispiece color painting of six men on the back of a whale
which is being devoured by sharks, title page is decorated with Golden Book
template, 7 other color illus; orig dark green(?) cloth, spine lettered in gilt and
front board lettered in black on a gilt panel which frames a color picture of several
men in a boat approaching a ship shrouded with fog. The spine has a dark stain
under the title and down to the foot of the spine, corners are slightly bumped and
frayed and some of the gilt on the panel has been worn off else very good plus.
Philadelphia: David McKay Publisher, ND. (VG) (*signature/label) (eBay
05/05/99)

$ 4.20

24.00

This is about the nicest copy I have of this book. An ink notation in the margin of page 142
reads: ‘‘See clipping inside of back cover’’. The text at this point refers to the large size of
food masses ejected from a dead whale. The clipping, which is pasted on the back
endpapers is quoted from Ripley’s Believe it or not and it refers to the scientific theory that
a whales throat is very small as opposed to a true life account of a man who was swallowed
by a whale and the large sizes of fish found inside dead whales.
The year 1914 is mentioned in the Ripley clipping.
*Previous owner signature, Edith M. Culton on ffep; her address label is attached to the top
corner of the inside of the front board. Miss Edith M. Colton / 3640 Race Street / Denver 5,
Colorado.

Burke, David. Monday at McMurdo. xiv, 250 pp; orig blue cloth, gilt lettering on
spine. Gouge on middle of spine on both book and d.w. Wellington: Reed
Publishers, 1967. (good in good d.w.) (Fiction----Cordes p12)

$?

At the time this book was published the author had made three visits to Antarctica.
‘‘I knew we were in for trouble when they let a dame loose in McMurdo, says Schumacher,
the Seabee chief. . . .’’ UTC Schumacher never wintered over. He was an IPO who only
came down to the Ice for one summer. Crazy Rich, another IPO who did WO, put a hex on
the chief so he disqualified himself from wintering over and went to Viet Nam where he was
killed during an incoming rocket attack while trying to open a can of Spam with a John
Wayne can opener. Crazy Rich later became famous for his Spam and Secret Sauce Recipe
Book. I wonder what the secret ingredient in the secret sauce was?
The plot soon shifts to the real purpose of the novel; the rescue of a U.S. Congressman
and a female assistant who’s plane crashes on the Tom Thumb Glacier. The skipper of the
VX-6 detachment and not Schumacher comes to their resuce. VX-6 always got the glory
even in fiction.

------------. Moments of Terror. The Story of Antarctic Aviation. 1st Edition. 4to, 320 pp;
colored endpaper maps with photo insets, numerous illus, notes, bib, 5 appens,
index; orig medium blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. (Sydney): New South Wales
University Press, 1994. (new in Mylar prot d.w.) (Renard 229)

$ 37.40

55.92

At the time this book was published the author had still only made three visits to Antarctica.
An important well-documented new history from the first flight of Australian explorer Sir
Hubert Wilkins to the present day, illustrated with many rare photographs here published
for the first time. The author survived a flight from Australia to the South Pole in 1964. Back
cover of d.w. has color photos of U.S. and Australian Antarctic Territory postage stamps
showing aircraft in Antarctica
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Burleigh, Robert. Black Whiteness. Admiral Byrd Alone in the Antarctic. Written by
Robert Burleigh. Illustrated by Walter Lyon Krudop. 1st Edition, 36 pp; illus with
oil and vinyl paintings; orig illus plasticized boards, spine lettered in white, front
board lettered in orange white & black. A junior library guild selection with
Reinforced Binding. Boards are illus with same design as d.j. New York: Antheneum Books For Young Readers, [1998]. (new in new d.j.) (turtleback) (juvenile) (Amazon 12/07/98)

$ 12.75

16.00

$ 12.00

45.00

$ 10.00

40.00

$ 35.00

35.00

A juvenile account of Admiral Byrd’s stay alone in a small shack in an antarctic winter. The
author wrote this book from information contained in Byrd’s book; Alone.

Burroughs, Polly. The Great Ice Ship Bear: Eighty-Nine Years in Polar Seas. 1st
Edition (?), 104 pp; orig gray papered boards, blue lettering on spine, photo illus.
Laid in folded copy of photo of USS Bear (Bear of Oakland). New York: Van
Nostrand Co., 1970. (vg in vg d.j.)
Short history of the ship at both ends of the world. Contains Ransom’s poem.

Bursey, Jack, LCDR USCGR. Antarctic Night, One Man’s Story of 28,224 Hours at
the Bottom of the World. 1st printing, 256 pp; map 16 plates; orig pale gray papered
boards, lettered on spine and decorated on cover, iceberg, in mid-blue, portraits of
bursey on front and back of d.j., d.j. has small piece missing from bottom of spine,
price clipped. New York: Rand McNally, 1957. (vg in good d.j.) (Spence 220)
[1950--1961 D--1860] (Renard 233)
Author was with Byrd, 1928-30, U.S. Antarctic Service Expedition 1939-41, and DeepFreeze 1955-57. Describes dogsled and tractor journeys; building Little America V.

Butler, Rowan. Breaking the Ice. 1st Edition. Med 4to, 160 pp; numerous colored and
several b/w photos; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, lettering in silver.
Clarement, CA: Albatross Books, 1988. (new in d.j.) (Same as Renard 238)
Butler an electrical engineer went on four southern expeditions. Author describes life in the
Antarctic environment as he writes about the four ANARE expeditions between 1981 and
1986. Glade lists the title as: Breaking the Ice: Life and Work in the Frozen Wilderness of
Antarctica. Glade also list it as having 202 pages and the Australian Albatross Books as
the 1st edition. Renard also list the Australian edition as 1st.

Byrd, Ernestine N. Ice King. Illustrated by Marilyn Miller. 1st Edition(?). 8vo, 143
pp; frontispiece drawing of polar bear, illus with b/w charcoal drawings, glossary;
orig blue cloth-grained paper boards, spine lettered and front board decorated in
black, front board illus with sketches of polar bears; dust jacket tapped to boards
else good to very good. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, [1965]. (good+ in
mylar protected clipped d.j.) (*ex-library) (Arctic) (juvenile fiction) (02/04/00) $ 3.08
The dust jacket is clipped on the bottom front flap, but the original price is at the top of the
flap and was not clipped. Orig price was $3.25.
*Usual library marking plus large black D on ffep and bfep, appears to have been drawn with a crayon
or felt marker. Evidence of paste-down pocket being removed from back free endpaper. Date Due
slip paste-down on back fep, first date due was Jan 28, ’69; last date due was Sep 28, ’86. HOLY
TRINITY LIBRARY / 154 W. GOVERNMENT AVE. / NORFOLK, VA 23503 / on ffep and inside back board.
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Byrd, Richard See also: Tidewater.
[Byrd era author(s) unk]. The Romance of the Antarctic Adventure (cover title). With
Byrd in the Antarctic in Picture and Story (title page). 42 pp including wraps;
numerous b&w photos with many advertisements for the equipment used by Byrd;
paper wraps, cover is blue with white lettering and has photo of two men in
darkness. Stapled and staples are rusty, top of wrap is separated from staple, pages
are browned else very good. NP, NP, ND. {1936}

$ 16.60

20.50

I have not seen this item before and I have not been able to catalog it. The bottom of the
last page has the wording: J.W. Clement Co. Buffalo and New York. This is probably the
publisher or printer. This opinion is further supported by an ad within the book for J.W.
Clement for printing, binding and so forth.
Contains information about Byrd Expedition I and II. Some of the product brand names are
ones that I haven’t heard in many years and some that I have never heard of at all.

Byrd, Richard E. Into the Home of the Blizzard. On The Eve Of His Departure For
The Antarctic Commander Byrd Explains Why He Attempts The Exploration Of
The Frozen Continent By Air And Discusses Problems He Must Solve. 1st edition,
roy 8vo, {32} pp; 2 full-page drawings in two colors, marginal decorations to
every page, title page for Owen article has sketch of LA and U.S. flag on pole with
red and blue colors; orig cream stiff wrappers, lettered in black on light mustardgreen panel, uncut edges. Wraps are dirty with grease spot. The name of the person
to whom this copy was presented has been obliterated with bluish-green crayon.
(could be Mr[s] Joseph Reasman, or Raedmon, or whatever). N.P. (New York):
The New York Times Company and The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 1928. (number
X-103 of unspecified number of copies) (Spence 225?) (Same as Renard 242)
$ 12.00

152.00

Pamphlet personally presented to persons financing his expedition. The copy in Renard is
X-420. In 1998 Finch listed copy number X-1308.

------------. Authors Autograph Edition Little America. Aerial Exploration in the Antarctic. The Flight to the South Pole. #385 of 1,000. Roy 8vo, [iv], xvi, 436 pp; 4 maps
(2 folding), 56 plates, flimsy between frontispiece & title-page is lettered in red
on verso so that it is readable when laying on frontispiece, title-page in blue &
black, numerous head-pieces, appens, index; orig half parchment, spine lettered
in gilt, white quarter bound paper over light-blue papered boards, uncut, all rag
paper. Signed by both Byrd and publisher. Frontispiece is separating from binding,
boards are grubby. New York--London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker
Press, 1930. (vg) (Spence 227) (Renard 249)
$ 80.00

395.00

The Author’s Autograph Edition, limited to 1000 numbered copies printed on all-rag paper
and signed by the author and publisher. The edition was published in the same year as the
1st Edition, but from an entirely different setting of the type. It is a most attractive book
despite the grubby condition of the boards.
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------------. Skyward, Man’s Mastery of the air as Shown by the Brilliant Flights of
America’s Leading Air Explorer. His Life, his Thrilling Adventures, his North Pole
and Trans-Atlantic Flights, Together with his Plans for Conquering the Antarctic
by Air. With a Foreword by William A. Moffett, RADM, USN. 1st Printing, 8vo,
xv, 359 pp; pale-blue endpaper maps, photogravure portrait frontispiece (in sepia,
with tissue, illus with 46 plates including 1 chart; orig blue cloth boards, gilt
lettering on spine & front board, top edge dyed blue. Very good condition, mild
shelfwear limited to corners, spine ends, and rear hinge; front board has 5 tiny
spots near upper left corner, and a dull 1" diam dull stain on bottom center of front
board, otherwise boards very clean and unworn. Front gilt titles bright, spine cloth
slightly dulled, spine gilt dulled. top edge badly faded, hinges tight, two unopened
leaves at prelims, text and illus clean and bright. New York: G.P. Putman’s Sons,
The Knickerbocker Press, 1928. (vg without d.j.) (both poles) (Dealer sticker*)
(Spence 223) (Renard 243) (eBay 04/10/98)
$ 38.00

100.00

Subsequent issues did not contain the photogravure portrait. This 1st Edition has Commander Richard E. Byrd, U.S. Navy on the front board whereas later editions have Rear
Admiral Richard E. Byrd, U.S. Navy Ret.
Byrd’s account of his career as a Navy flier, including early trans-Atlantic flights, a dirigible
disaster, the Billy Mitchell affair, and of course his famous flight to the North Pole.
*Sticker on inside front endpaper of small child holding open book. Wording on book reads:
Billings / Music and Toys / Providence, R.I. / and / Bookshop / for / Children. A nice little
sticker.

------------. Skyward. Man’s Mastery of the air as Shown by the Brilliant Flights of
America’s Leading Air Explorer. His Life, his Thrilling Adventures, his North Pole
and Trans-Atlantic Flights, Together with his Plans for Conquering the Antarctic
by Air. With a Foreword to Boy’s Edition by Paul A. Siple, the Boy Scout Who
Accompanied Admiral Byrd on His Recent Expedition to Little America, With a
Foreword by William A. Moffett, RADM, USN, and a New Introduction by the
Author. 13th printing, Boy’s Edition. xxiv, 359 pp; maps and illus;orig blue cloth
boards, black lettering, cover has color portrait of Byrd in parka, back has rainbow,
and spine has rainbow and words Rainbow Bindings at top of spine. New York:
Blue Ribbon Books, 1931. (Page 17/18 is wrinkled and torn, but is all there.
Other-wise g/vg) (both poles) (after Spence 224) (After Renard 246 ?)

$ 4.24

30.00

$ 6.00

15.00

The subtitles say it all!

------------. Skyward, Man’s Mastery of the air as Shown by the Brilliant Flights of
America’s Leading Air Explorer. His Life, his Thrilling Adventures, his North Pole
and Trans-Atlantic Flights, Together with his Plans for Conquering the Antarctic
by Air. With a Foreword by William A. Moffett, RADM, USN, and a New
Introduction by the Author. 16th Printing. xvi, 359 pp; map endpapers; orig blue
cloth boards, black lettering. New York: Blue Ribbon Books, 1934. (both poles)
(After Spence 224) (16th printing of Renard 246)
This printing has Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, U.S. Navy Ret. on the front board.
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------------. The Lakeside Classics Skyward. Edited by William R. Anderson, Captain,
U.S. Navy (Retired). New Edition, 16mo, xliii, 387 pp; frontispiece of Lieutenant
Commander Byrd in uniform, folding color map of northern hemisphere, illus with
b/w photos; index, list of Lakeside Classics; orig dark brown cloth boards, teg,
spine lettered in gilt, front board decorated with gilt publishers device. As new.
Issued without dust jacket. Chicago: The Lakeside Press, R. R. Donnelley & Sons,
Christmas 1981. (as new) (both poles) (Renard 247) (eBay 06/15/99)

$ 14.55

56.00

A fine new edition with a useful historical introduction by the commander of the first voyage
under the North Pole. William Anderson was the skipper of the USS Nautilus, the submarine
that made that historic voyage.
The list of Lakeside Classics list Skyward as number 79. The Lakeside Classics are only
available to employees of Lakeside Press at Christmas time. The words; The Lakeside
Classics and The Lakeside press on the title page are typeset in red old english font.

------------. Discovery. The Story of the Second Byrd Antarctic Expedition. Introduction
by Claude A. Swanson, Secretary of the Navy. With Illustrations and Maps. First
Edition. Med 8vo, xxiv, 405 pp; orig light blue cloth, lettered in gilt on spine and
front board, top edge dyed blue, fore-edge uncut. Page 249/250 has a hole in the
middle of the page about 1 inch by 2 inch. It looks like there was a fault in the
paper and it rotted away. Typed written paragraphs have been laid in on slips of
paper. Someone has made notes in red and blue ink on several pages. New York:
G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1935. (d.j.) (Spence 229) (Renard 254)
$ 7.50

165.00

The story of the second Byrd Antarctic Edition. Very much a scientific expedition. Discovery
recounts the discoveries of the depth of the Polar (ice) cap, petrified semi-tropical vegetation
and some of the Antarctic flora.

------------. Exploring With Byrd. Episodes from a Adventurous Life, Compiled and
Revised by Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, USN (Ret). 1st Edition (?), vii, 241 pp;
endpaper maps, illus with 15 plates of B&W photos; orig blue cloth, top edge dyed
blue/green(?), foreedge uncut, spine lettered in black. Very good in tattered dust
jacket. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1937. (VG in d.j.) (USN 29.26) (before/after Spence 231) (before/after Renard 259) (eBay 05/05/98)

$ 19.50

48.90

$ 37.80

40.00

According to Renard the spine and front board of the 1st Edition is lettered in silver. Assume
this one to be a subsequent printing.
Includes training in Pensacola, North Pole, France and South Pole phases of his life.

------------. Exploring With Byrd. Episodes from a Adventurous Life, Compiled and
Revised by Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, USN (Ret). Collectors Edition, 8vo,
vii, 241 pp; linen like moiré endpapers, frontispiece portrait of Byrd, illus with 20
B&W photos; orig grey leather boards, all edges gilt, hubbed spine lettered and
decorated in 22k gold embossing, front board decorated in gilt embossing; as new.
Norwalk Connecticut: The Easton Press, [1990]. (as new) (after USN 29.26) (after
Spence 231) (after Renard 259) (eBay 12/03/99)
Originally published in 1937. This leather covered Collectors Edition has a light mauve satin
page marker ribbon, a mint self-stick bookplate, and a Collector’s Notes card all laid-in.
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------------. Alone. Decorations by Richard E. Harrison. 1st Edition (?), xii, 296 pp;
chapter head decorations; orig navy blue cloth, top edge blue, lettered on spine
and front board in mid blue. Text of book is typeset in blue ink. Spine is faded (as
often is) else a very good copy. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1938. (vg) (USN
23--101.13) (Spence 232) (Renard 261)

$ 10.00

45.00

An account of Byrd’s experiences alone at the Bolling Advance Weather Base for five
months during the 1933-34 expedition. For three months he suffered from carbon monoxide
poisoning and it was all he could do to keep himself alive.

------------.Alone. Book Club Edition, Demy 8vo, xiv, 226 (last 5 blank); 2 text maps &
2 text illus; orig dark green art leather, gilt in facsimile of an original Cobden-Sanderson binding, teg, fore-edge uncut. With loosely inserted original prospectus (4
pp) and ribbon bookmark laid-in. Very good copy with small indentation at head
of spine. Garden City, NY: International Collectors Library, American Headquarters, (1938) [but actually post 1957] (vg to fine) (Spence 233 [incorrect date])
(Renard 265) (eBay 13/10/98)
$ 12.00
Spence list the date of publication as 1938 as does the verso of the title page; however,
the prospectus provides information regarding Byrd’s death in 1957. According to the
prospectus the color of the boards is laurel green with 24K gold decorations. Fore edge &
bottom of prospectus slightly stained.
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Cæsar, the King’s Dog. ‘‘Like English Gentlemen’’ To Peter Scott From the Author
of Where’s Master? 1st Edition(?) 12mo, 64 pp; endpaper scene of blue English
flag in blizzard; orig stiff paper boards, front board illus in color with torso of
small boy leaning on color drawing of men planting the Union Jack at the South
Pole. Spine missing, boards disjoined but hinges/joints tight, corners bumped,
boards stained/aged. London: Hodder and Stoughton, ND {1913 or 1916}. (juvenile) (*previous owner inscription) (Spence 1047 but Scott Peter M. listed as
author) (See Also: Spence 1273) (eBay 05/28/99)

$ 10.00

52.00

$ 21.00

84.00

This story of Scott’s tragedy is a fun raising benefit book for Scott’s son, Peter and the
families of the other men who died with Scott. The last page is a plea for donations. It
contains a note by J. M. Barrie (the author of Peter Pan), the last entry in Scott’s journal,
and a note by the London Daily Chronicle stating the newspapers donation amount and
requesting contributions be sent in care of the newspaper.
Peter Pan is quoted several times in the book. A quotation from Peter Pan is on the front
board and the title page: ‘‘Our sons will die like English gentlemen.’’----Wendy. Because of
the connection I believe that J. M. Barrie may have written this book----the book is dedicated
to Peter’s mother, Scott’s widow, so I don’t think she wrote it. However the King’s Dog is
given credit. See laid in add.
Spence 1273 lists: Like English Gentlemen, by John E. H. Williams. 8vo, 32 pp, illus.
Published by Henry Frowde, Hodder & Stoughton, London: [1916].
*Cursive inscription opposite half-title page in blue ink: For Peter Forbes Mackenzie / to carry on the
tradition as his / father did----and bequeath / it to his son. / With love from Elena Forbes. / Xmas 1950s/
Burley in Wherfordela.

Cameron, Ian. Antarctica: The Last Continent. First American. Cr 4to, 256 pp;
numerous maps, color and b/w white illus, bib, index; orig green cloth, spine
lettered in gilt, printed in England. Remainder of price tag on back cover of d.j.
D.j. has painting of L.E.G. Oates. (Printed in London by George Rainbird Ltd.,
1974); Boston & Toronto:Little, Brown and Company, [1974]. (vg in vg d.j.) (After
Spence 241) (Little Brown and Company is Ant. Bib. A--14893) (Renard 276)
History of the various expeditions to the land of ice from the first sightings to Fuchs.
According to back d.j. flap Cameron is a pseudonym. But, for who? A source on the Internet
claims that it is Donald Gordon Payne.
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------------. The White Ship. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, 192 pp; illus with full-page map of actual
Candlemas Island, several climat tables in text, appendix of equipment and stores
for expedition, drawing of prefab hut floor plan in appen; orig blue cloth boards,
spine lettered in white, front board decorated in white with scene of ship in stormy
sea; very good with standard library markings. New York: Charles Shribner’s
Sons, [1975]. (vg in mylar prot d.j.) (*ex library) (fiction----Cordes pp 12) (eBay
09/06/00)
$ 6.49
The author has written several factual books about Antarctica. Original price of this book
was $6.95. There is no mention on the d.j. that Cameron is a pseudonym.
Fiction: In 1819, the brig San Delmar was wrecked on Candlemas Island, an active volcanic
island in the South Sandwich archipelago. In 1974, a young graduate historian is possessed
by one of the passengers of San Delmar. She induces the British Antarctic Survey to send
an expedition to the island.
Fact: The San Telmo sailed from Cadiz bound for the Pacific and encountered severe
weather while rounding the Horn. Dismasted and rudderless, she was taken in tow by
Primerosa Mariana. However, the hawsers parted and she was considered lost at about
62° S on September 4, 1819. Her anchor-stock was found at Shirreff Cove on Livingston
Island in 1820.
*Library label on foot of spine. Penciled; ‘‘Maine State Library 7/78 6.95 and black NAPLES PUBLIC
LIBRARY stamp on ffep. Library card pocket has been removed from rfep. Following stamped on rfep
in black: Complimentary Copy / State of Maine / Examination Collection / 858 Brighton Avenue /
Portland Maine 04102. The d.j. endflaps and mylar jacket protector have been glued tot he inside of
the boards.

Campbell, David G. The Crystal Desert: Summers in Antarctica. Winner of a
Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship Award. {xii}, 308 pp; two colored endpaper
maps; orig quarter cream cloth, spine lettered in silver, cream papered sides.
Boston, New York, London: Houghton Mifflin, 1992. (new in d.j.) [V20 A--47149]

$ 17.00

42.00

$ 35.00

44.00

$ 8.50

29.95

Account of 3 summers at the Brazilian research station on the Antarctic Peninsula. A
beautifully written book on the natural history and evolution of life in Antarctica.

Campbell, Victor. The Wicked Mate. The Antarctic Diary of Victor Campbell. An
account of the Northern Party on Captain Scott’s last expedition from the original
manuscript in the Queen Elizabeth II Library, Memorial University of Newfoundland. Edited by H.G.R. King. With a foreword by Lord Shackleton. 1st Edition.
Cr 4to, 192 pp; caricature portrait frontispiece, numerous illus; orig blue cloth,
decorated on front board and lettered on spine in gilt. Norfolk, England: Bluntisham Books (and the) Erskine Press, 1988. (new in d.j.) (Renard 285)
The diary of Victor Campbell. An account of the Northern Party of Scott’s last expedition.
The 6-man party had a rough time in their second winter in an ice-cave on Inexpressible
Island. Which was followed by a 230-mile trudge back to Cape Evans.

Canter, Mark. Ember from the Sun. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, {x}, 419 pp; quarter bound in
brown cloth, tan papered sides, spine lettered in gilt; corners bumped but very
good in very good dust jacket. [New York]: Delacorte Press, [1996]. (vg in vg d.j.)
(fiction) (Arctic) (eBay 09/22/00)
A pregnant Neanderthal is found preserved for centuries in Arctic ice. The tiny embryo is
planted in a surrogate mother and a Neanderthal infant is born.
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Caras, Roger A. Antarctica, Land of Frozen Time. With Special Charts by A. Peter
Ianuzzi. Illustrated. 1st Edition. Med 8vo, xiv, 210 pp; folding colored map,
colored frontispiece, numerous illus; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in black. Flaps
of d.j. have been trimmed with only about 1/2 inch folding over covers. Philadelphia: Chilton Books, 1962. (d.j.) (Spence 244) [Vol. 1, 1965: OAP--1274] (Renard
286)

$ 5.00

37.50

Author went to the ice with DF-61. Includes list of expeditions from 1675 to 1955, and much
on whaling and other aspects of Antarctic natural history.

Carr, Tim and Pauline. Antarctic Oasis. Under the Spell of South Georgia. 1st U.S.
Edition (?), 256 pp; endpaper maps, untitled color photo of sailing vessel on
frontispiece (probably the Curlew), profusely illus with color photos, index; orig
blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in silver. New York: W. W.
Norton & Company, [1998]. (new in d.j.) (coffee table book) (Hamilton 03/09/98) $ 29.00

40.00

The authors spend the summer and winter aboard their yacht Curlew. When not aboard
the 100-year-old, 28-foot cutter they are swarming around, over, and across South Georgia
taking photographs. They currently live on their yacht at South George and are curators of
the South Georgia Whaling Museum.

Carter, Paul A. Little America, Town at the End of the World. Med 8vo, xiv, 301 pp;
pictorial endpapers, maps, illus; orig black cloth, spine lettered in black. Slight
shelf wear and bumping. New York: Columbia University Press, 1979. (Renard
289)

$ 15.00

40.95

Byrd’s first expedition with continuation to 1957.

Cendrars, Blaise. Antarctic Fugue. Nec sine te nec tecum vivere possum. Translated
from the French of Le Plan de L’Aiguille. 1st English Edition, 171 pp; orig pale
blue cloth, spine lettered in blue; corners bumped else very good. London: The
Pushkin Press, [1948]. (very good) (fiction----before or after Cordes p15) (B&N
06/21/00)
$ 52.74
A British millionaire and three companions winter over in an old sealer’s hut on Sturge Island
in the Balleny group. He then builds an all-year whaling products factory in Port Deception.
According to Cordes it was originally published in Pars; Editions Denoël, 1927. Cordes
copy, without a listed translator, was published in London, Winchmore Hill: Barnard &
Westwood, 1948. Cordes also states that it was also published as Dan Yack (Jack?),
translated by Nina Rooters, New York: Michael Kesend Publishing Ltd., 1987. Cordes notes
that the spelling of the island is ‘‘Struge’’ in the 1927 and 1948 editions and that the correct
spelling ‘‘Sturge’’ is used in the 1987 edition.
My copy has the following printed on the bottom of the last page of text: Paris, June, 1917;
Grenoble, Saint-Bernard-de-Comminges, 1919--20; Brussels, 1922; San-Paulo, 1924; Rio,
1928; La Negresse, 1925; Angostura, 1928. If these are publication dates then 1927 is not
the originally publication date.
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[Central Intelligence Agency]. Polar Regions Atlas. 1981 Reprint, 68 pp; index, photo
credits, numerous color and b&w photos, maps, charts, 2 color folding maps bound
at back of book; orig black paper wraps, front cover decorated with color globes
of North and South Polar regions and CIA emblem, spine lettered in white, front
cover lettered in white and light blue. Wraps have became unglued from the rest
of the book, 1 inch tear at head of spine, and another on back cover, corners bumped
else good plus. [Washington D.C.]: Central Intelligence Agency, May 1978.
(good+) (both poles) (*ex library) (eBay 06/15/98
$ 8.00
Originaly price at $5.00. Produced by the National Foreign Assessment Center, CIA. Typical
large format atlas.
*APL/JHU stamped on front edge in black. Black boxed stamps on title page: R.E. Gibson Library /
The Johns Hopkins University / Applied Physics Laboratory / Laurel, Md., / with a May 22 1984 date
stamp. Someone has drawn a huge ‘‘X’’ across the stamp.

Chapman, Jane. See: Martin Jenkins
Chapman, Walker [pseudonym for Robert Silverberg]. The Loneliest Continent. The
Story of Antarctic Discovery. 1st Edition. {viii}, 279 pp; 10 maps, 14 plates; orig
blue cloth, spine lettered in silver. Greenwich, CT: New York Graphic Society,
1964. (good in good d.j.) (Spence 248) [D-2201] (Renard 292)

$ 4.00

30.00

$ 2.50

29.00

$ 5.45

19.95

$ 25.00

60.50

Walker Chapman is the pseudonym for science fiction writer Robert Silverberg. Some
libraries catalog this book under ‘‘S’’ for Silverberg.

Chappell, Richard Lee. Antarctic Scout. Illustrated With Photographs by the Author.
Second Printing. xviii, 205 pp; map, 32 plates, appendix; orig blue cloth, spine
lettered in yellow. Cover boards have been water damaged. New York: Dodd
Mead, 1959. (after Spence 252) [1951-1961 D-1872] (Renard 295)
Eagle Scout at Little America 1957-58.

Charbonneau, Louis, The Ice, a Novel of Antarctica. 1st Edition. {x}, 336 pp; orig
quarter gray paper, sides blue, spine lettered in silver. Black mark on bottom edge.
New York: Donald L. Fine, Inc., 1991. (new in d.j.) (Fiction----Cordes p13) (NEX
04/02/93)
Dog sledding, oil spills, soviet exchange scientist, oil exploitation (for science), penguin
colonies and whatever. It’s pretty wild, but it’s all for science.

Charcot, Jean. The Voyage of the ‘Pourquoi Pas?’ The Journal of the Second French
South Polar Expedition 1908-1910. English Version by Philip Walsh. With a New
Foreword by Paul-Emile Victor. Facsimile Reprint, U.S. Issue. {ii}, vi, {iii}, viii,
315 pp; map, 41 plates; orig blue papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. Printed in
England. Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1978. (new in d.j.) (original is Spence 266)
[D-20850] (Renard 298)
A well run and highly productive expedition including the exploration of 3,000 kilometers of
previously unknown coast. The ship was later lost in the Arctic when her boilers exploded.
During a tourist ship expediton in the early 90s Colin Bull found the tie-down points for the
magnetic hut Charcot constructed at his winter quarters at Port Circumcision in 1909.
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Cherry-Garrard, Apsley G.B. The Worst Journey in the World; Antarctic, 1910-1913.
With maps and illustrations by the late Doctor Edward A. Wilson, and other
members of the expedition. First Printing in America. This edition in one volume
is reproduced exactly from the second English Edition. lxiv, 585 pp; 56 illus, 5
maps; orig blue cloth, embossed device on front board, lettered in black on spine,
spine badly faded (as is usual), hinges starting. New York: L. MacVeagh, The Dial
Press, 1930. (dealers label*) (Spence 282 ??) (Renard 310)
$ 30.00

175.00

The ‘‘Second Edition’’ was first issued in 1923 and is identical to the first edition but for the
omission of the panoramas, the stock of which was exhausted, and a few minor corrections
to the text.
Account of Scott’s last expedition. Considered by many to be the best Antarctic book ever
written.
*

*Book dealers perforated label pasted on inside back cover. ‘‘Stamford Bookstore, Stamford, Connecticut’’.

Cherry-Garrard, Apsley. The Worst Journey in the World; Antarctic, 1910-1913. With
maps and illustrations by the late Doctor Edward A. Wilson, and the author. One
Volume Edition. A Library edition with some corrections and a Postscript 1951,
lxiv, 612 (300A-300D) pp; colored frontispiece, illus with 8 b/w plates, 4 maps (2
folding), glossary, index; orig blue cloth, spine and front board lettered in gilt, fore
and lower edges uncut. Very good copy in ragged, but price intact (10/6 net) dust
wrapper. Scarce. London: Published by the Author and distributed for him by
Chatto & Windus, 1951. (vg in ragged d.w.) (Spence 286) (Renard 317) (eBay
07/26/99)

$ 53.50

99.00

$ 21.18

45.00

$ 19.75

27.50

This edition is the first to contain the Postscript (dated 1948), which occupies pages
579--605, and has also the new preface dated 1937. The title page verso gives a history of
the British Editions from 1922 through this Edition.

Chester, Jonathan. See Also: Hall, Lincoln. Photographs by Jonathan Chester. The
Loneliest Mountain.
Chester, Jonathan. Antarctica, Beauty in the Extreme. 1st printing, Impl, 4to, 136 pp;
map numerous colored photos; orig light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in silver. Philadelphia: Running Press/Friedman Group Book, Courage
Books, an imprint of running press, 1991. (new in d.j.) (coffee-table book) (Renard
325)
Lavish color photographs. Text on origins of Antarctica, heroes and scientists, wildlife, and
the future. One of the better coffee-table books. The book was prepared and produced in
New York. However, the author is an Australian.

------------. The World of the Penguin. 1st U.S. Edition (?). Square xvi, 111 pp; half-title,
facing pages frontispiece (panoramic view of nesting Adelies), frontispiece (two
Kings), reading list, index; profusely illus with color photos; orig navy cloth
boards, spine lettered in gilt. San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, (1996). (new in
d.j.) (coffee-table book) (Hamilton 06/17/97)
Originally published in Canada by Greystone Books.
The author/photographer has made numerous trips to the antarctic as a naturalist and
historian on tourist cruise ships.
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------------. Penguins. Unpaginated (52 pp). 23 picture postcards, plus one with order
blank for posters, illus with color photographs by the author, perforated for
removal, address side of postcard has small boxed drawing of Adelie for placement
of stamp and descriptive write-up of picture side; orig pictorial wraps, spine
lettered in white. Berkeley: Celestial Arts, 1996. (as new)
$ 11.00
A collection of 23 postcards captures penguins in many guises, from their amusing upright
waddle on land to their graceful mastery in the sea. Shown here are many of the 17 (some
say 18) penguin species recognized today.

Chipman, Elizabeth. Australians in the Frozen South; Living and Working in Antarctica. 1st Edition (?), Cr 4to, {vi}, 90 pp; 2 maps, 16 colored plates, numerous illus,
bib; orig pictorial boards. Melbourne, Australia: Thomas Nelson, 1978. (dealers
label*) (as new in d.j.) [A--27103] (Renard 330)

$ 18.50

39.00

$ 20.00

39.00

Author made 3 visits to Macquarie and one to Casey.
*Book dealers label on inside front cover: ‘‘Gaston Renard, Fine and Rare Books, etc.’’

------------. Women on the Ice. A History of Women in the Far South. 1st Edition. xvi,
224 pp; full-page sketch map, 14 plates, 2 appendices, bib, index; orig black
cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in silver. Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 1986. (new in d.j.) [A--37990] (Renard 331)
Chronology of women in the Antarctic going back to the Bouganville expedition in 1766.
With more extensive lists in the modern period up to 1984. When the book was written
fewer than 30 women had wintered with government scientific expeditions on the continent.

Christensen, Lars. Such is the Antarctic. Translated by E. M. G. Jayne. 1st Edition in
English, 8vo, xiii, 15--265 pp; endpaper map, repeated at rear, illus with 45 gravure
plates; append on the botany of Gough Island; orig dark blue fine-grained cloth,
spine lettered in gilt; a very good copy with some wear to the boards, spine and
corners which are also slightly bumped, white spot on back board approx 1 inch
by 3/4 inch which looks like the paint has been pulled off the cloth(?); scarce.
London: Hodder and Stoughton, MCMXXXV [1935]. (vg--) (*ex library) (USN
23.333a) (Spence 292) (Renard 334) (Bull 09/26/00)
$ 76.70

214.50

Renard believes that this is the first issue of the first edition in English. The book is dedicated
to the authors wife who accompanied him to Antarctica.
The author led three expeditions to Antarctica in whaling vessels for the purpose of
developing the whaling industry. He used sea-planes in his exploration and made several
major discoveries.
*Gilt library number near base of spine; library labels have been removed from rear fep; verso of ffep
has decorated Dartmouth College bookplate with faint light blue DISCARD OF / DARTMOUTH
COLLEGE LIBRARY stamp on bottom of bookplate; Bottom corner of title page is perforated with
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY; verso of title page has blue stamp JAN 18 1936 365803 in two
lines. The bookplate has the following information on it: The Dartmouth College / Library / Has
purchased this Book / from the Income of the / SANBORN LIBRARY FUND / Established by / Edwin
Webster Sanborn / of the Class of 1878 / In Memory of / EDWIN DAVID SANBORN / of the class of
1832 / for many years / Professor of Belles-Lettres / and sometime Librarian at / Dartmouth College.
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Christie, E.W. Hunger. The Antarctic Problem. An Historical and Political Study.
Foreword by Sir Reginald Leeper. 1st Edition(?), Med 8vo, 336 pp; 24 (including
6 maps) b/w illus, fold-out map, 3 appends, selected bib, index. Orig pale-blue
cloth-grained paper boards, spine lettered in black; scarce, top of spine badly
faded, paper covering is split at the top between spine and front board for about
three inches else very good. London: George Allen & Unwin LTD, [1951]. (vg--)
(Spence 297) (Renard 341) (eBay 12/18/99)

$ 17.00

40.00

$ 22.00

33.00

$ 6.95

45.00

$ 12.00

27.00

This copy is a remainder issue, as was Renard #341, and does not have the endpaper
maps of the whole issue. Note: The endpaper maps are called out in the Contents page.
Concerns the dispute between Britain, Argentina and Chile over the possession of the same
territories on the Antarctic Continent.

Clark, Gerry. The Totorore Voyage. An Antarctic Adventure. 1st UK Edition, Med
8vo, {x}, 357 pp; endpaper map, 29 text maps, 24 coloured plates, text drawings,
appens, glossary, index; orig dark blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered
in gilt. London: Century, [1988]. (vg in vg price clipped d.w.) (Renard 342) (eBay
07/09/99)
At age 56 the author set out to circumnavigate the Antarctic continent in a wooden sailboat
which he built himself.
The design and composition of this book is really beautiful.
Totorore is the Maori name for the Antarctic prion, a typical bird of antarctic and sub-antarctic
water. The sail of the boat is decorated with a drawing of the Totoroe and each chapter
head in the book is likewise decorated.

Clarke, Peter. On the Ice. Demy 4to, 104 pp; full-page map, 7 color plates, numerous
b/w photos, glossary, index; orig blue-gray cloth, spine lettered in white. two inch
piece missing from top front of d.j. Boston: Burdette & Company, Distributed by
Rand McNally & Company, New York, Chicago, San Francisco, 1966. (good in
torn d.j.) (Spence 302) [3G-4734] (Renard 347)
Written and photo coverage of DF 66. This copy is a Baker family show-and-tell book and
is shopworn from frequent use.

------------. See also: Part 6, Deep Freeze Cruise Book. USS Burton Island AGB--1 Deep
Freeze ’66 bound with: On the Ice
Cleaver, Anne Hoffman----See: Reynolds, William, Lt.
Clift, A. Dennis, LTJG. Our World in Antarctica. Foreword by RADM David M.
Tyree, Commander Naval Support Force Antarctica. Demy 4to, 160 pp; endpaper
maps, numerous illus; orig blue-grey cloth, spine and cover lettered in silver, front
board decorated with small antarctic continent with adelie penguin superimposed.
Very good in price clipped dustjacket. Boston: Burdette & Company, Rand
McNally & Company New York, Chicago, San Francisco, 1962. (vg in good d.j.
with mylar cover) (Spence 303) [OAP-1067] (Renard 348) (eBay 04/29/99)
This is the original version without any supplements
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------------. See also: Part 6, Deep Freeze Cruise Book. Our World in Antarctica. (Three
copies, one with ASA DF-62 supplement; one with USS Glacier DF-62 supplement and the third with ASA DF-63 supplement.)
Cobb, James H. Choosers of the Slain. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, [x], 339 pp; illus with map
on title page, and another full-page map of Antarctica, glossary; orig quarter grey
cloth-grained papered boards, maroon papered sides, spine lettered in silver, front
board blindstamped wth compass rose in lower right corner, as new. in as new
dust-jacket with a little rubbing. New York: G.P. Putman’s Sons, [1996]. (as new
in d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p13) (eBay 11/24/99)

$ 5.50

23.95

------------. Choosers of the Slain. 1st paperback (?), [iix], 339 (last 3 ads) pp; 1 map,
glossary; orig illus paper wraps, spine lettered in black, red & white, cover lettered
in white and gilt. New York: Berkley Books, [1997]. (paperback/pocketbook)
(fiction----Cordes p13) (eBay 10/09/98)

$ 1.75

6.00

Colby, Carolyn; illustrated by Leonard Warren. Penny Penguin. A baby penguin’s
adventures on the ice and snow. One of a series of Picture Scripts. 1st Edition (?),
square (6×6 in), 48 pp; illus with b&w full page drawings on all pages facing pages
with text; Condition description stated below, book is bound with staples. New
York: Edward Stern & Co, 1936. (good) (juvenile) (paperback)

$ 10.20

23.04

$ 41.66

70.00

Set in the near future in the icy waters of Antarctica. A lone British outpost is invaded by
Argentina forces. The USS Cunningham, the worlds first stealth warship comes to the
rescue. The skipper is a female. The glossary includes the acronym USARP, so the setting
can’t be too far in the future because the NSF changed the acronym to USAP several years
ago

Book is stained and grubby. Small piece of the front cover is creased back. Pages are brown
and stained. Book was evidently in the hands of a small child at one times as there are
stray pencil marks on the title page and a penguin on the last illus page has been colored
with a pencil.

Coleman-Cooke, John. Discovery II in the Antarctic. The Story of British Research
in the Southern Seas. 1st Edition, 8vo, 255 pp; frontispiece map 24 text figs,
appends, index (last two index pages unopened on fore-edge); orig blue cloth,
spine lettered in gilt. Very good with slightly spotted boards. Long Acre London:
Odhams Press Limited, [1963]. (vg in vg d.w.) (Spence 307) (Renard 352) (Bull
10/02/99)
Account of the RRS Discovery II from 1929--1951. Includes SAR for Lincoln Ellsworth.
Fep has black marker obliteration of a previous owner name or previous price notation.
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Coleridge, Samuel T. The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Illustrated by Edward A.
Wilson. Heritage Press Reprint, 4to, 1--18, {19--72 unpaginated} pp; Illus with
color & b/w paintings; orig light blue cloth, lettered in gilt on spine, silhouette of
waves and ship on front board & wave on back board all in dark blue, illus of grey
moon on back board; very good plus condition in badly faded light blue slip case.
Norwalk, Connecticut: The Heritage Press, [*1973]. (vg in slipcase) (poetry---Cordes p14) (*pamphlet laid in) (long after Spence 308*) (eBay 02/14/00)
$ 14.50

26.00

*The original was first published in 1798. This Heritage Press reprint was also published in
1938 and 1945. Spence # 308, 8vo, 30 pp, was published by E. Arnold, London & S. Buckley,
New York in 1903. 150 copies were printed on vellum. by Essex House press
*Folded Heritage Club pamphlet, 4 pp laid in with notes on the illustrator, the author and
the inventor of the Bell font. The text was typeset by hand by the printing office of Yale
University Press, in the Bell font, point size 18, so only a few verses appear on each page.

Coleridge, Samuel The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Illustrated by Gustave Doré.
Facsimile Edition, folio, (1--5 unnumbered), 6--12, (13--89 unnumbered) pp;
colophon, engraved illus frontispiece, engraved illus title page, illus with orig
engravings printed on one side only, pages 13--99 are the engraved plates which
are numbered P.I. through P.VII; orig navy imitation leather boards, spine lettered
in silver; new in dust jacket. New York: Platinum Press Inc., 1995. (new in d.j.)
(coffee table book) (poetry----Cordes p14) (eBay 02/26/00)
$ 35.85
This is a facsimile of the 1876 printing. The original punctuation has been preserved and
the engravings were painstakingly reproduced with a ruled border added for accent.

Colombo, Federica and Gina Barnabé. Animals and their Environment. Animals of
the Polar Regions. Illustrated with Drawings by Gabriele Pozzi. Revised Reprint,
4to, 85 pp; the half title page has facing page illus advertising the book in this
series, frontispiece of polar bear on rafted ice, illus with numerous color photos
& drawings, several b/w photos, full-page color maps of polar regions, list of polar
animals with b/w thumbnail sketches of each animal, index; plasticized boards,
front board illus with adelie penguins with mountain range in background, spine
and board lettered in black with name of publisher in front board in white; boards
a little soiled, small nick on top front edge, ffep has severalsmall purple stains,
else very good. Bridgeport Connecticut: Burke Publishing Company Inc., [1984].
(vg) (*labels)(juvenile literature) (eBay 08/29/00)
$ 6.75
One of the series of six books by the authors in the Animals and their Environment series.
The book is divided into two parts; the North Pole and the South Pole. Originally published
in 1976. First English publication in 1982.
*Small gold price label on the bottom of the rear board. $14.95 printed in black on the label.
Errata label on the verso of the title page. The publication history is printed on the label
which is pasted over the old printing history which it apparently corrects.

Conly----See Also: Peat, Neville.
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Conly, Maurice, and text by Neville Peat. Ice on my Palette. Oblong super roy, 4to,
1st ed, 64 pp; 2 maps, 23 full-page colored plates from paintings by Conly; orig
dark blue art leather, lettered in silver, laid-in newspaper article from NZ paper*,
several scratch-like depressions on rear cover of book and d.w. Scarce. Christchurch: Whitcoulls Publishers, 1977. (vg in vg d.w.) (signed by the authors on on
half title) (Renard 356)

$ 11.00

56.00

Conrad, L. J. Bibliography of Antarctic Exploration. Expedition Accounts from 1768
to 1960. 1st Edition, 4to, xv, 424(5) pp; ref & survey, author index, expedition
leader index, colophon; orig blue cloth, spine and front board lettered in gilt. As
new, issued without dust-jacket. Printed by Thomson Shore, Inc. in Dexter,
Michigan for the author. This First Edition is 1000 copies of which 975 are offered
for sale. Washougal, Wa: L. J. Conrad, [1999]. (as new)
$106.45

170.00

*The newspaper article is about Conly, who was a Christchurch resident, being on the ICE.
One day I was over at Scott Base for some reason or another, and the authors were in the
post office selling and autographing copies of the book. Just like at a big book store. I don’t
know why I didn’t get them to inscribe the book for me. I probably thought that it would be
more appropriate for them to ask me for my autograph.
The book contains excellent reproductions of Conley’s paintings. Mostly scenes from the
dry valleys and in and around Scott Base.

The most up-to-date bibliography of Antarctic literature. Includes Author Index, Expedition
Leader Index, Entries cross-referenced to the Antarctic Bibliography, Headland’s, Renard,
Spence and SPRI Collection Number. Each expedition has its own section. Which contains
a brief expedition account. Authors’ expedition responsibilities. Expedition accomplishments, bibliographic information and reviews of the bibliographic entries.
The author/compiler was a helicopter pilot with VXE-6 from 1982 through 1985.

Cook, MD., Frederick A. Through the First Antarctic Night 1898-1899. A Narrative
of the Voyage of the ‘‘Belgica’’ Among Newly Discovered Lands and Over an
Unknown Sea About the South Pole. By Frederick A. Cook , M.D., Surgeon and
Anthropologist of the Belgian Antarctic Expedition. With an Appendix Containing a Summary of the Scientific Results. Illustrated. With a new Introduction by
Baron Gaston de Gerlache. Facsimile Edition, Canadian Issue. xxiv, XV, 478
pp; l4 maps, 77 plates, appens, index; orig blue papered boards, lettered in gilt on
spine and front board. Printed in Hong Kong, a facsimile of the very scarce London
first edition. London: Heinemann, Ltd., 1900; Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1980. (Renard 362)

$ 45.00

65.00

$ 12.86

27.12

A narrative of the Belgica among newly discovered lands and an unknown sea. Cook was
surgeon and anthropologist. Cook and Amundsen became close friends on this expedition.

Cook, Captain James. Voyages of Discovery. Compiled by John Barrow from the
Authorized 18th Century Admiralty Editions and Documents. With a new introduction by Robert Welsch. xii, 505 pp; map following contents page; orig paper
wraps, cover illus w/painting of tropical plants & ship in background. [Chicago]:
Academy Chicago Publisher, [1993]. (new) (paperback pocketbook) (02/03/96)
The back cover states that this version is taken from the 1860 compilation by John Barrow.
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------------. The Explorations of Captain James Cook in the Pacific. As Told by
Selections of His Own Journals 1768-1779. Edited by Grenfell Price. New
introduction by Percy Adams. Reprint (?), xxv, 292 pp; Wedgewood portrait
frontispiece, drawing or ship on title page, illus w/2 maps, 7 full-page drawings,
31 illus by Geoffrey C. Ingleton; orig paper wraps, front cover illus with color
repro of painting (Resolution & Adventure at Matavai Bay, Tahiti) showing ships
in harbor, native boats in foreground & mountains in background, lettered in white
on spine & front cover, back cover lettered in black. New York: Dover Publications, [1971]. (new) (paperback)
$ 13.95
This Dover edition, first published in 1971, is an unabridged republication of the work
originally published by The Limited Editions Club in 1957

Cooper, Edmund. The Last Continent. 1st Printing, 12mo, 160 pp; last four pages are
ads for other scifi books; orig color illus wraps; lettered in blue, orange & white;
paperback pocketbook, back cover scrapped with some text obliterated, 3-inch
black marker stroke on front wrap, wraps are well worn. [New York]: A Dell Book
[Dell Publishing Co., Inc.], [1969]. (good) (paperback) (science fiction) (eBay
07/15/00)
$ 2.74
Antarctic, the last refuge on Earth, is a lush green land populated by a few white inhabitants.
Martian invaders, a race of black humans, invade this final refuge hell-bent on conquering
or destroying. Original price was 60¢.

Cordes, Fauno Lancaster. ‘Tekeli-li’ or Hollow Earth Lives: A Bibliography of
Antarctic Fiction. Updated copy, 57 pp; Consisting of an Annotated Bibliography
of Antarctic Fiction, index of place names real and imaginary, reference bib, notes;
orig laser printed (one side only) pages in dark blue acco fastener binder. Published
by: http://antarctic-circle.org, updated 22 March 2000. (looseleaf) (downloaded
05/30/00)
$ 00.00
Originally published in a thesis submitted to the faculty of San Francisco State University
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the in Master of Arts in Geography, August 1991.
The Bibliography originated as Appendix 2 of the thesis.

Courtauld, Augustine. (found by) From the Ends of the Earth. An Anthology of Polar
Writings. 1st Edition, 12mo, xvi, 423, pp, colophon; endpaper maps of polar
regions, list of explorers, bib; orig green cloth, spine lettered in gilt; near fine in
vg d.j. with some shelf wear. London: Oxford University Press, 1958. (near fine
in vg d.j.) (both poles) (*ex-libris) (eBay 01/28/00)

$ 13.50

14.59

The compiler wintered alone on the Greenland icecap.
Original price on d.j. flap is $4.75 in dollars. The currency unit of issue in 1958 in London
was Pounds Sterling.
*Ex-libris: The words: ‘‘Ex Libris ---- George Troy ---- 1958" written in blue ink at top of ffep.

Cousteau Society, The. Penguins. 1st U.S. Edition(?), 20 unpaginated pages; endpapers decorated with photo of sea surface, front fep has Calypso Cousteau emblem
in lower right corner, illus with color photos; orig plasticized pictorial boards,
spine and back board lettered in black, front board lettered in black & orange.
Bottom edge of book appears to have water stains along bottom of book else very
good. New York: Little Simon, [1992]. (turtleback) (juvenile) (eBay 01/16/99)
$ 10.31
Small book about Gentoo Penguins for pre-schoolers.
Original published in French as Pinguins in 1991.
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Craddock, Campbell; Editor. International Union of Geological Series B -- Number 4.
Antarctic Geoscience. Edited by Campbell. Assistant Editors Janet K. Loveless,
Teri L. Vierima, Kathy A. Crawford. Symposium on Antarctic Geology and
Geophysics, Madison, Wisconsin, USA, August 22--27, 1977. Sponsored by the
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, International Union on Geological
Sciences, Inter-Union Commission on Geodynamics. 1st Printing. Thick Demy
4to, xxvii, 1172 pp; colophon; list of IUGS Publications, fep map, large colored
folding map in pocket on inside back board, numerous illus including photos,
maps, text figs, graphs & tables, refs, index; orig blue cloth, boldly lettered on
spine & front board in silver, Publisher name & ISBN number in silver on back
board. Dust jacket has 4-inch rip on front flap which has been repaired with tape.
Madison Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1982. (new in repaired d.j.)
(Renard 378)
$ 11.45

100.00

This is the fattest book in my collection. Publication was supported by a National Science
Foundation Grant. Bull lists it as ‘‘Large 8vo’’. A carefully edited and presented work of 151
papers given at symposium. Production of another equally detailed and comprehensive
volume seems unlikely. It’s the mother of all antarctic books!

Craig, Hugh Great Arctic Travellers: A Comprehensive Summary of Arctic and
Antarctic Discovery and Adventure. With Portraits and Other Illustrations. 1st
Edition(?), 8vo, vii, {III, Iv, 181, frontispiece engraving of U.S. flag on an oar and
people waving from an iceberg, engraving of iceberg on title page, illus with
numerous engravings; orig red cloth binding on spine and about 1/2 inch lap-over,
yellow lettering on front board, front board decorated with color scene of ship
caught in ice with polar bear and penguins in foreground, back board decorated
with fur seals. Edges of boards show much wear, hinges are cracked, page show
browning of edges otherwise overall good condition. New York: G. Routledge &
Sons, Limited, [1891?] (both poles) (*ex-libris) (USN 23.90) (Spence 325) (eBay
06/21/99)

$29.71

72.50

$ 31.18

55.90

Mostly Arctic, but 2 chapters out of 18 are about the Antarctic. The verso of the title page
has a boxed list of this book and five similar books. Each of these books were priced at 75¢
when new.
The book is typeset in two column fully justified text in a small font size.The word Travelers
is spelled with two Ls in at least five instances, so that must have been the preferred spelling
at the time of publication.
*Previous owner stamps in blue ink on ffep: H. H. WHITMORE. Once right side up and once inverted.

Crawford, Janet. That First Antarctic Winter. The Story of the Southern Cross
Expedition of 1898--1900 as told in the diaries of Louis Charles Bernacchi. Written
and Edited by Janet Crawford Grand-daughter of L.C. Bernacchi. 1st Edition(?),
8vo, 270 pp; frontispiece portrait of Bernacchi, illus with historical b&w photos
and some new color ones, 4 appends, bib, index, two folding maps on cream
colored paper in pasted down envelope on inside back board; orig blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt, front board decorated with gelded blindstamped and boxed ship.
Christchurch: South Latitude Research Limited in association with Peter J. Skellerup, [1998]. (as new in d.w.) (*autographed) (*label) (NZAS 04/10/99)
This is only the third account of the Southern Cross Expedition, and it is written by
Bernacchi’s grand-daughter The other two books were written in 1901 by Bernacchi and
Borchgrevink.
*Tipped in authors autograph on label on title page. Courtesy of Colin Bull 06/06/00
*Small white label with gilt lettering on fep: The Polar Bookshop / NZ Antarctic Society / P.O. Box 404,
Christchurch, NZ.
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Crawford, Neelon. Ramparts of Ice. 1st Edition(?), oblong, 48 pp; illus with color and
b/w photos, image captions, acks, bib; orig dark blue wraps with thin cloth spine,
embossed/blindstamped author & title on front cover. As new with a few streaks
on back cover. Baltimore: Neelon Crawford, [1994] (as new) (paperback) (*label)
(eBay 06/08/99)

$ 5.50

22.50

Looks like a privately printed exhibition booklet for his exhibit tour.
Crawford’s work demonstrates his reverence for the land, ice, people and machines of
Antarctica.
*White address label on inside front cover which includes Crawford’s name, address, phone number
and e-maill address.

Crossley, Louise. Explore Antarctica. 3rd Reprint, 4to, 112 pp; profussley illus with
b/w & color photos, maps, charts, graphs, drawings, glossary, pictorial acknowledgements, index; orig stiff illus paper wraps, spine lettered in white & black,
covers lettered in white, black and blue. Original publication in 1995. [Cambridge,
New York, Melbourne]: Cambridge University Press, Australian Antarctic Foundaton, AUSLIG Australian Surveying & Land Information Group, [1999]. (as
new) (paperback) (juvenile) (eBay 06/09/00)
$ 10.99
The author was station leader at Mawson Base. The publishers page contains a notice to
teachers regarding the copying policy, so this is apparently used as a school book in
Australia.

Curtsinger, William R. Wake of the Whale. See: Brower.
Cussler, Clive. Shock Wave. 1st Ed(?), 539 pp; illus with several b&w drawings of
maps and ships and a sea serpent; orig blue quarter cloth with lighter blue paper
sides, spine lettered in gilt. Page 107 has a thumbnail size drop of printers ink on
the text else as new. New York: Simon & Schuster, [1996]. (as new in d.j.)
(fiction----Cordes p15) (eBay 05/25/99)

$ 8.55

25.00

This is a Dirk Pitt adventure novel which begins with a penal ship wreck in the Tasman Sea
in 1856 with some of the high jinks taking place in present day Antarctica.
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